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Introduction

Specialty optical fibers (SOF) which have at least one property different from stan-
dard ones are gaining more and more attention in bio-medical applications. These
fibers include a wide group of liquid core fibers, photonic crystal fibers (PCFs), and
active fibers. Particularly during the last years, employing the PCFs as optical biosen-
sors has received much attention in the scientific community. Generally speaking,
optical biosensors are of special interest because of the increasing demand for bi-
ological and chemical analyte detection in a wide range of applications including
clinical analysis [1], food quality control [2], defense and security [3], and environ-
mental monitoring [4]. Briefly, a biosensor device is made of three main elements:
the biorecognition element, the transducer, and the receiver. There are different kinds
of biosensors named electrochemical, thermometric, piezoelectric, and magnetic sen-
sors [5, 6]. Among them, especially, optical biosensors look promising for point-of-
care-based diagnosis [1] and food quality control [2]. These biosensors are mod-
ern analytical devices that employ light-guiding technologies as their transducer part
and exploit the properties of light for bio/analyte detection. Changes in the optical
properties of the light in contact with the bio/chemical analytes lead to changes in
the output spectrum or the electrical signal recorded by the photodetector. Some of
the advantages of optical biosensors compared with other sensors are the immunity
of EM fields to electrical noises, higher sensitivity, simpler mechanism and detec-
tion protocol, more reliability, more flexibility, lower cost, and more compactness
[5]. Regarding the pros of being simple, compact, and usability with untrained per-
sonnel, particularly label-free optical biosensors are attracting more attention [5].
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In this scheme of detection, the bio/chemical analytes are directly detected without
the laborious process of analyte molecule labeling [7, 8, 9]. Regarding their trans-
ducer part, optical biosensors are categorized into different groups resonator-based
[10, 11, 12], waveguide-based [13, 14], and interferometric-devices based [15, 16].
Although these optical sensors have demonstrated high sensitivities for both bulk and
surface sensing measurements [17, 18, 19], they still suffer from a critical issue. In-
deed, the integration need of photonic and fluidic technologies [20, 21] envisages uni-
fied sensor devices. PCF-based biosensors are a group of optical biosensors that meet
the need for effective integration between fluidics and photonics [22, 23]. The inte-
gration of fluidics and photonics in these miniaturized structures may pave the way
for lab-in-fiber technologies employing in vivo biosensing [21]. PCFs can be referred
to the structures that confine the light inside a core surrounded by a microstructured
cladding composed of air holes running along the length of the fiber [22]. Thus, gas
or liquid solutions can be infiltrated inside these air holes leading to the creation of
biological layers on the dielectric inner walls of the fiber [24]. This advantage can
be further exploited if HC-PCFs are considered thanks to the possibility of having
a strong interaction between the sample and the light guided by the fiber. HC-PCFs
can rely on two different transmission mechanisms: Photonic Band-gap (PBG) or in-
hibited coupling (IC) [25]. The former presents disadvantages in terms of bandwidth
and, moreover, this mechanism requires complicated microstructured cladding, while
the latter allows covering a wider range of wavelengths. The transmission spectra of
this kind of fiber are characterized by an alternating sequence of high and low trans-
mission bands. In particular, there is high transmission when the coupling between
the fundamental core mode and the cladding modes is prevented [26]. The position
of the transmission bands is defined by the thickness of the microstructured cladding
which can be composed of much simpler structures and larger pitches with respect to
PBG fibers, allowing easier infiltration of solutions. So, HC-IC specialty fibers rep-
resent a promising platform for the development of label-free sensors for biological
molecule detection [25, 27]. The formation of a biological layer due to the molecular
interaction of the target analyte with the suitably functionalized glass core surface is
exploited for detection because it changes the thickness of cladding that is directly
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translated into a red shift in the transmission spectrum of the fiber without the use
of additional transducers. In the first part of this thesis, we aim to demonstrate, as a
proof of concept, the suitability of the HC-IC specialty fibers as a platform for DNA
detection. For this purpose, two different kinds of HC-IC specialty fibers, tube-lattice
(TL), and Kagome-lattice (KL) HC-IC fibers have been selected for DNA detection.
Then precise functionalization process of the inner surface of the fiber has been per-
formed. In the functionalization process, new steps have been added to increase the
possibility of DNA detection. The experimental setup including optical and chemi-
cal parts, the methods, and the material are explained in Chapter 1, and the obtained
results, their analysis, and reliability will be discussed in Chapter 2.

In Chapter 3, we will deal with another kind of specialty fiber used to develop
yellow lasers for ophthalmology applications. These lasers have proven to be effec-
tive in treating a variety of retinal diseases. Recently, visible lasers with applica-
tions in medicine, biology, metrology, optical storage, and display technology have
been interesting subjects for many research worldwide groups [28]. For visible laser
generation, there are several techniques based on gas lasers, Dye lasers, second har-
monic generation (SHG), or optical parametric oscillator (OPO) techniques that can
be adapted for visible laser development [29, 30, 31]. Nevertheless, in general, these
techniques suffer from low efficiency, complexity, and high costs. On the other hand,
fiber lasers have the advantages of high beam quality, stability, excellent excitation
efficiency, and an alignment-free design which enables low-cost and high-quality
lasers. Particularly yellow fiber-based lasers emitting around 565-590 nm are of par-
ticular interest for their existing and potential applications in sodium laser guide star
[32], optical clock [33], ophthalmology [34], and in particular medical treatment for
diabetic retinopathy (DR) [35]. DR is the most common eye disease among diabetic
patients which causes vision impairment and blindness. In the treatment of DR, ex-
perimental investigations on animals and humans, but also numerical analysis, have
confirmed that yellow laser emission is the most suitable candidate, because it is ef-
fective with low power, and presents good clinical results with minimal collateral
effects [36, 35, 37]. So far yellow emission has been possible with several techniques
from copper bromide laser [38], Yb−doped fiber [39], bi−fiber lasers [40], opti-
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cally pumped semiconductor lasers [41]. However, these techniques demand bulky
structures with several free-space alignments, high maintenance, and tight limita-
tions on the pump conditions. For accessing high-efficiency and simple direct yellow
laser emission, particularly dysprosium Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber lasers exploiting
transition from 4F9/2 to 6H13/2 level, is a desirable candidate. Therefore, the design,
modeling, and fabrication of compact and efficient Dy−doped yellow fiber lasers are
of critical importance. In 2001 [42], the first CW yellow emission in a Dy−doped
ZBLAN fiber laser was demonstrated. Although Dy−doped yellow fiber lasers have
been analyzed in some other research works [30, 43, 44], still the reported slope
efficiencies were less than 13.2%. Indeed, in a considerable time, due to the lack
of high-performance gain fibers and high-power GaN blue lasers as the pumping
sources, no significant research progress has been observed in Dy−doped fiber yel-
low lasers. In 2020, thanks to the breakthroughs of both Dy−doped fluoride fibers and
high-power blue GaN laser diodes, the first Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber laser pumped
by GaN laser diode, emitting at 445 nm, was reported [45]. In that experiment, the
maximum laser slope efficiency of 2.3% and 0.9% was reported for absorbed pump
power in a Dy−doped fiber with lengths of 0.6 m and 5.95 m. In 2021, the same
researchers investigated the potential causes of the low experimental slope efficiency
and found contributions from the background loss of the fiber and excited-state ab-
sorption (ESA) of the intracavity yellow light [46]. They measured a maximum slope
efficiency of 33% [46], which is still less than half of the Stokes limit which is
about 78%. Recently, Dy−doped multi-component phosphate glass was examined
and showed a strong yellow emission which was due to the high asymmetry and co-
valency of the local field and the high phonon energy [47]. In that work, Dy−doped
multi-component phosphate core glass fiber was successfully drawn by using a rod-
in-tube method. Furthermore in [48], another Dy−doped NaLa(WO4)2 glass ceramic
fiber with good uniformity was fabricated using the molten core method, showing
that it can be a very promising material candidate for tunable yellow lasers [48].
Despite these positive results in the fabrication technology of new glasses, the most
promising commercially available Dy−doped fiber is the ZBLAN one produced by
Le Verre Fluoré, France [49]. Interesting results have been obtained so far with this
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fiber [46, 45, 50], even if the maximum reported slope efficiency is still quite low.
Until now, few research works have dealt fully with the causes of the low slope effi-
ciency in Dy−doped fiber yellow lasers. Therefore, it is necessary to propose more
numerical and analytical methods for further improvements in the performance of
Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber lasers.
In my thesis activity, it is proposed to use a Forward Time Centered Space (FTCS)
method [51] and analytical methods for deep analysis and further understanding of
Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber laser properties. In this way, a suitable and comprehensive
model is obtained that figures out the impact of different physical parameters, such
as pump and signal overlap integrals with the doped region, as well as cavity param-
eters (active fiber length and mirror’s reflectivity), on laser output performance. On
the other hand, the developed numerical method asses the impact of both ESA and
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) on the output power of the laser. Finally, the
optimization criteria providing high slope efficiency (more than half of the Stokes
limit) for yellow lasers, have been found. This in turn will pave the way for design,
modeling, and employing the high slope efficiency Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber lasers
in DR treatments. The modeling and simulation of the yellow-fiber laser will be rep-
resented in Chapter 4. Towards the final application of the yellow fiber lasers studied
with numerical simulations, in Chapter 5, cell irradiation experiments are carried out,
which obtain preliminary results. Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude our research
studies.





Chapter 1

Hollow-Core Fiber-Based
Biosensors

1.1 HC Fibers

Nowadays, the demand for chemical and biological detection is gaining more and
more attention. The main reason for that is the urgent need for bio/chemical detec-
tion in different areas of healthcare, defense, industrial, and pharmaceutical sectors.
The unique properties of optical biosensors have turned them into good candidates
to meet the needs of bio/chemical detection. One of the promising technologies in
this category is fiber-based biosensors [21, 52]. In recent years, particularly inhibited
coupling (IC) hollow-core (HC) photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) [25, 27, 53] with the
advantage of an increased surface-to-volume ratio of interaction between the light
and bio/chemical analytes, have been under research studies. The HCPCFs can con-
fine the electromagnetic (EM) field inside an air core surrounded by a microstructured
cladding. In this thesis, we focus on the capabilities of two different kinds of HC-fiber
as high-sensitive biosensors. Their capabilities have been demonstrated through the
chemical process of bio/analyte immobilization and monitoring the output spectra
of the fiber. There are two main types of HC-PCFs named Tube Lattice (TL) and
Kagome Lattice (KL) recently proposed for bioanalyte detection [27, 54]. One of the
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promising technologies in this category is fiber-based biosensors [21, 52]. In recent
years, particularly inhibited coupling (IC) hollow-core (HC) photonic crystal fibers
(PCFs) [25, 27, 53] with the advantage of an increased surface-to-volume ratio of
interaction between the light and bio/chemical analytes, have been under research
studies. The HCPCFs can confine the electromagnetic (EM) field inside an air core
surrounded by a microstructured cladding. In this thesis, we focus on the capabilities
of two different kinds of HC fiber as highly sensitive biosensors. Their capabilities
have been demonstrated through the chemical process of bio/analyte immobilization
and monitoring the output spectra of the fiber. There are two main types of HC-PCFs
named Tube Lattice (TL) and Kagome Lattice (KL) recently proposed for bioanalyte
detection [27, 54]. In this research, KL and TL fibers are studied as the biological
sensor platforms. The transmission of these fibers shows successive high and low
transmission areas. In other words, this behavior is due to the inhibition of the cou-
pling between the EM core modes and cladding modes.

1.1.1 Working Principle

The biosensors proposed here are based on HC-TLFs and HC-KLFs. The chosen
biosensors based on a piece of HC-TLF with a length L are shown in Figure 2.7a.
The fiber cross-section is schematically shown in Figure 2.7b. The fiber has a hollow
core with radius Rco, surrounded by eight silica tubes with thickness t, radius rt ,
and refractive index nd . The waveguiding mechanism of the HC-TLFs is based on
the interaction between the core modes (CMs) confined in the HC and the cladding
modes (CLMs) confined inside the silica tubes [26]. According to the coupled-mode
theory, power exchanging or coupling between the modes depends on the phase-
matching and the amount of overlap integral between the modes [25]. In ICFs, the
latter strongly depends on the transverse spatial oscillations of the CLMs. CLMs with
slow spatial oscillations give high overlap integral with CMs and make them highly
lossy. CLMs with quick spatial oscillations are weakly coupled with CMs which
exhibit low loss. The phase-matching condition with slow oscillating CLMs occurs
at the spectral regions corresponding to wavelength close to:
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λm =
2t
m

√
n2

d −1 (1.1)

being m and integer number. Conversely, weak coupling with quickly varying
CLMs corresponds to:

λm+1/2 =
2t

m+1/2

√
n2

d −1. (1.2)

Once the phase-matching condition between the modes is met (ne f f−co = ne f f−cl)
and the overlap integral on the fiber-cross section is high, the strong coupling between
the modes will result in the high-loss regions in the output spectrum of the fiber. On
the other hand, once the coupling conditions are not met, there is no power exchange
between the modes which will emerge as the low-loss region in the output spectrum
of the fiber.

Therefore, the spectrum of transmissivity is defined as:

T =
Pout

Pin
(1.3)

with Pout and Pin being the output and input power of the fiber, which is characterized
by a succession of high and low transmission regions located, respectively, at λm+1/2

and λm. Figure 1.2 shows an example of T spectrum.
The working mechanism of sensing here discussed is based on the dependence

of those wavelengths on the tube thickness t. This is different from PC-fiber-based
biosensors based on the interaction between the core modes and analytes [24]. In
the HC-TLF-based biosensor examined here, the creation of the bio-layers with a
thickness of the tbi on the tube surfaces (Figure 2.7c), will increase the total tube
thickness causing a red-shift of the fiber transmissivity spectrum (see Figure 1.2).
The spectral sensitivity (S) of the high transmissivity band edges can be expressed
as:

Sλ ,tbi =
dλ

tbi
, (1.4)

where dλ is the spectral wavelength shift and tbi = dt/2 is half of the tube thickness
variation. It is worth mentioning that, unlike the other PC-fiber-based biosensors,
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r = 18.25 µm

rt = 7 µm

biolayers

biolayers

Streptavidin

PNA

DNA

Inner fiber surface

tbi

tbi

t = 700 nm

(a)
(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.1: Schematics of (a) HCTLF-based biosensor with L = 40 cm, (b) fiber
cross-section view with structural parameters, (c) Sensing mechanism and formation
of the bio-layers inside the fiber surfaces, and (d) details about the formation of the
bio-layers, bioreceptors, and streptavidin analytes.
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Figure 1.2: The sketched T spectrum shift due to the bio-layer binding of the inner
surface of the fiber. The presence or absence of bio-layer has been shown, respec-
tively, with W (green) and without O (black).

the spectral red-shift and, consequently, the sensitivity of this biosensor is not due
to the guided mode effective refractive index changes. The formed bio-layer in the
proposed biosensor here does not affect the effective refractive indices of the core
modes and just affects the cladding mode parameters. More theoretical details about
the estimation of this spectral shift can be found in [25]. The process of bio-layers
formation on the internal surfaces of the fiber includes five steps, described in detail
in the next section, and contains the bindings among the PNA, DNA, streptavidin
molecules, and other chemical components used in the chemical functionalization of
the HC-TLF. A schematic of the resulting bio-layer is shown in Figure 2.7d.
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1.2 Fuctionalization Process

To have a selective detection of DNA and streptavidin analytes using the proposed
HC-TLF, a five-step functionalization process for binding peptide nucleic acid (PNA)
probes to the inner surface was used. Once the fiber was prepared, DNA detection
was performed by infiltration of the sample, followed by that of a second biotiny-
lated PNA probe and then of a streptavidin solution. These processes are shown in
Figure 1.3. In the first derivatization step, the HC-TLF is cleaned and activated with
a strong acid solution (MeOH: HCl, 1:1), to remove eventual residues of organic
compounds and to activate the silica surface; then, the fiber is infiltrated with a so-
lution of (3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES, 0.1 %) in absolute ethanol. This
organofunctional alkoxysilane molecule allows us to have the silanization of the in-
ner fiber surface and to have a positively charged layer, in specific the terminal amino
groups that are protonated at neutral pH (Figure 1.3 a). In the second step as can
be seen in Figure 1.3 b, we flow through the fiber a solution of succinic anhydride
(0.25 M in N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF)) to obtain terminal acidic moiety at-
tached to the fiber. In the third step, we follow the functionalization process with
infiltration of the fiber with a solution of N, N’-diisopropyl carbodiimide (DIC), and
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) in DMF as a solvent (c = 0.25 M for both solutions).
This is a crucial step because the reaction between these two reagents allows us to
have an activated ester on the fiber surface available to react with the free amino
group of the PNA solution, producing the corresponding amide bond. After this step,
a solution of the PNA capture probe in DMF (30 µM concentration) in the presence
of excess DIPEA (50 µM concentration) has flowed through the fiber to obtain the
desired binding (Figure 1.3 c).

In the detection steps, the functionalization procedure was changed compared
with [27] to optimize the DNA detection process and avoid unspecific binding, by in-
filtration with ethanolamine in TRIS base ( 0.3% ETA pH:9) solution (Figure 1.3d),
to block the unreacted active sites. Using these derivatized fibers, the DNA sens-
ing protocol was performed. The fiber was flowed with complementary DNA (5 µM
concentration) in PBS as a buffer for the capture of the target DNA by the forma-
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)(e)

(f)

Figure 1.3: Derivatization scheme used for the HC-TLF: (a–c): derivatization; (d–f)
DNA detection. (a) Silanization, (b) Reaction with succinic anhydride and activation
of the terminal carboxylic moiety, (c) Coupling with the PNA through the terminal
amino group, and blocking the unreacted active sites, (d) Infiltration of the HC-TLF
with DNA complementary for the formation of the duplex PNA: DNA, (e) Flowing
the biotinylated PNA signaling probe, and (f) infiltration of a streptavidin solution for
signal magnification.
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Table 1.1: Different summarized Oligo chemicals used in the chemical infiltration
process.

Oligo Name Sequence
PNA PNA Soy RR Nterm H-O-TGC TAG AGT CAG CTT-NH2 Cterm

DNA 50-mer SOY 5’- ACC CTA ATC ATT TCA TTT GGA GAG
RR GAC ACG CTG ACA AGC TGA CTC TAG CA -3’

Biotinylated PNA PNA 8 mer-Biotin Nterm Biotin-O-TGG GAT TA-Gly-NH2 Cterm

tion of the stable duplex DNA: PNA (Figure 1.3d). Then, (Figure 1.3e) a solution of
a second PNA functionalized with biotin (signaling probe) in DMF solution (30 µM
concentration) was injected inside the fiber to label the DNA with biotin through non-
covalent DNA: PNA interactions at the opposite end of the DNA. Finally, in the last
step, infiltration of a solution including the streptavidin analytes (1 mg/ml concentra-
tion) has been performed (Figure 1.3f). To increase the thickness of the bio-layer for
optical detection. The chemical properties of the PNA, DNA, and biotinylated PNA
used in our experiments, are mentioned in Table 1.1.

The internal fluid-infiltration of the HC-TLF was performed by applying a nitro-
gen pressure of 2 atm to a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing reservoir (100 µL),
connected to the terminal part of the fiber through a polyetheretherketone (PEEK) fer-
rule and a PTFE adapter. The flow of all the solutions through the fiber was confirmed
by observing the drops of a liquid flow at the opposite end of the fiber. Furthermore,
during the infiltration, the system was controlled regularly to ensure a right and pre-
cise infiltration. After each step in both the derivatization and sensing processes, the
fiber has flowed with double distilled water and then emptied by flowing nitrogen.
Finally, we performed the optical measurements on these empty fibers. During all
the steps of derivatization and sensing processes, to avoid environmental errors and
contaminations, fiber was kept fixed in the same position as much as possible. Fur-
thermore, all the measurements were carried out in a clean room.
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1.3 Optical Setup

The optical setup for employing HC-TLFs and HC-KLFs as the biosensor is depicted
in Figure 2.8. As a light source, a supercontinuum white light source with diffraction-
limited light in the wavelength range of 450-2400 nm was used. The alignment of the
setup includes two main steps. In the first step, the output light of the laser is coupled
to the 40 cm long HC-TLF through the appropriate lens with an appropriate focal
length and a 3-axis NanoMax Flexure stage. This stage with micro-metric, precise,
and continuous motions along the three-axis of X , Y , and Z enables us to couple input
light into the HCTLF-input (left side of Figure 2.8). The chosen lens in the case of KL
fiber is different. In the second step of setup alignment, the output light passed from
an optical objective lens, is hit on a CCM1PBS252/M 30 mm Cage Cube-Mounted
beam splitter cube, applicable in the wavelength range of 620-1000 nm (middle of
the Figure 2.8). One beam is guided to an ultra-compact, lightweight Zelux Camera
with a visible range of wavelengths connected to a laptop for real-time monitoring
of the output beam. The second beam after passing the final objective is sent to an
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (AQ-6315A/-6315B) with a resolution bandwidth
of 0.5 nm to measure the output transmission spectrum in the wavelength range of
350-1750 nm. Both the schematic and real stage of the optical setup have been shown
in Figure 2.8. As can be seen in Figure 2.8 (top), another advantage of this sensor is
that it does not require a coherent source of light.
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Figure 1.4: (Top) The schematic setup of the experiment includes a broadband co-
herent or incoherent source of light coupled at one end of the fiber. The transmitted
light is collected in the output end of the fiber and finally, its spectrum is analyzed.
The presence or absence of a spectral shift corresponds to the presence or absence of
the DNA sequence searched for which have been shown, respectively, with (W) and
without(O) bio-layer, (bottom) Image of optical setup including the laser, systems
of lenses, camera, mechanical stages (with the possibility of micrometric movements
along the three axes of X, Y, and Z), for guiding the laser light beam, and OSA con-
nected to the camera is employed for recording the spectrum

.



Chapter 2

HCF Experimental Results and
Discussions

2.1 Tube-Lattice Fibre

Figure 2.1 shows the HC-TLF cross-section used in our experiments. The fiber has a
core radius Rco = 18 µm and it is surrounded by eight silica tubes with a radius of rt

= 7 µm and thickness of t = 700 nm.

2.1.1 Optical Measurements

The transmission spectrum shown in Figure 2.1 is acquired by the OSA before infil-
trating the biochemical solutions inside the fiber. The transmission spectrum includes
three high-loss regions in the wavelength ranges of approximately 500-540 nm, 729-
805 nm, and 1277-1645 nm. Precise monitoring of the spectrum shift is obtained by
monitoring the wavelengths corresponding to the sharp transition from high and low
T .
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Figure 2.1: (a) Optical microscope image of HC-TLF cross-section (inset: magnifi-
cation of the inner structure), (b) Transmission spectrum of the HC-TLF.

2.1.2 Field Images

After each step of the HCTLF infiltration, we obtained the near-field image of the
EM field coupled into the fibers (stimulated as the linearly polarized LP01 and LP11
modes). We further have recorded the output spectra of the HCTLF-based biosensor.
The Zelux camera images obtained respectively before infiltration, and after Aptes,
PNA, DNA, PNA+Biotin, and streptavidin infiltration have been shown in Figure 2.2.
As can be seen in this Figure, fundamental core modes are excited. It has been con-
firmed by the marginal octagonal patterns of the EM field inside the core region.
EM field profile differences among the images are due to different alignment con-
ditions in each step. Notice that in each step of infiltration, the fiber is launched in
the pressure-flow system and then positioned in the optical setup for optical mea-
surements. Therefore, new alignment conditions might be set. However, the sensing
technique offered by the proposed HCTLF would be valid in case of higher-order
modes (HOMs) excitation inside it [25]. This is one of the advantages of HCTLF-
based biosensors compared with PC-based biosensors. It’s worth mentioning that it
is preferable to excite the fundamental mode, but preliminary studies reported in [25]
show that the functioning of the sensor is not compromised even if the HHOMs are
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 2.2: Near-field experimental profiles recorded at the 40 cm long HCTLF out-
put (a) before infiltration, after infiltration with (b) Aptes, (c) PNA, (d) DNA, (e)
PNA+Biotin, and (f) Streptavidin solution.

excited. Additionally, TLFs are multimode fibers. Though HOMs can be filtered out
with a proper design of the tubes [26, 55], in this research, TLFs without HOMs sup-
pression are considered. As mentioned in [25], HOMs are excited in case of imperfect
coupling between source and fiber. In [25], the effect of multimode propagation due
to imperfect fiber excitation on sensor performance was examined. Different inappro-
priate conditions of excitation including both wrong spot size and axis misalignment
were analyzed. The obtained results showed that despite the alteration of the trans-
mittance spectrum in case of inappropriate conditions, the red shift due to bio-layer
is still clear and well-separated. This robustness is because the high-loss regions of
HOMs are also governed by Eq. 1.1.
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Figure 2.3: Experimental transmission spectra of HCTLF before infiltration, and after
infiltration with Aptes, PNA, DNA, PNA+Biotin, and streptavidin solutions.

2.1.3 Output Spectra

The transmission spectra of the TLF-based biosensor have been depicted in Fig-
ures 2.3 and 2.4. The spectra of the modes shown in Figure 2.2 (a)-(f), corresponding
to the respectively before fiber infiltration, and after Aptes, PNA, DNA, PNA + Bi-
otin, and streptavidin fiber infiltration have been shown in Figure 2.3. Every time for
further verification of the spectral positions, the measurements have been repeated
at least three times. As can be seen in Figure 2.4, the spectral positions of the loss
regions have been changed. In other words, a wavelength red-shift of 1.69 nm in the
first loss region, can be measured between the output spectra before and after infil-
tration of the streptavidin analyte molecules. This shift demonstrates the detection of
the formed DNA molecules. The shifts are further increased into respectively 9.88
nm (4.73 nm), and 45.3 nm at longer wavelengths related to the respectively, second
and third loss regions. In the case of the second loss region, redshifts in both the back
and forward edges have been mentioned (see Figure 2.4).

To test the reliability of the results, we have repeated all the processes of chemical
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Figure 2.4: Experimental transmission spectra of HCTLF infiltrated with
PNA+Biotin, and streptavidin solutions, insets show the zoomed images of the high
loss regions at the reference level of -45 dB.

functionalization and optical measurements of the HCTLF-based biosensor. In this
case, we also measured a wavelength red shift in the first, second, and third loss re-
gions. For each step of fiber functionalization, we repeated the optical measurements
three times and we calculated the average amount of the wavelengths and shifts. In
this case, figure 2.5 compares the transmission spectra before (biotinylated PNA) and
after (streptavidin) bio-layer binding (steps e and f in Figure 1.3, respectively). To
test the reliability of the results, the process has been repeated three times, as shown
by (1), (2), and (3) in Figure 2.5. A red-shift of the transitions in the first, second, and
third regions is observed. As it can be seen in Figure 2.5, the wavelength shifts range
from 1.83 nm to 3.81 nm for the front, from 2.84 nm to 5.76 nm, and from 9.82 nm
to 17.92 nm, are measured at a reference signal level of −35 dB, respectively, in the
first, second, and third loss regions.

Furthermore, at other reference signal levels (from −35 dB to −50 dB), the av-
erage wavelength shift between the graphs can be observed and measured. In Fig-
ure 2.6, the wavelength shifts between the transmission spectra of the fiber before
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Figure 2.5: Transmission spectra of HC-TLF before and after infiltration with strepta-
vidin solution, insets show the zoomed images of the high loss regions at the reference
level of −35 dB. For both the before and after infiltration, optical measurements were
repeated three times, shown by 1, 2, and 3.
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and after infiltration of the solution containing the streptavidin molecules, are mea-
sured. These values have been measured at, respectively, three different wavelengths
of 505 nm, 735 nm, and 1290 nm. The obtained results are comparable with the re-
ported values in other works [19, 56], where detection of Biotin-Streptavidin binding
layers is performed. As the final remark, it has been mentioned that the measured red-
shifts which can be referred to as the detection of DNA and streptavidin molecules
are comparable to the size of the protein molecules. It is worth mentioning that the
protein molecules detected here have a refractive index of 1.45 RIU. However, the
proposed biosensor can be applied for the detection of molecules such as breast can-
cer molecules with an RI of 1.401 [57]. In this case, another functionalization process
will need to be taken. Furthermore, the red-wavelength shift observed in three wave-
length bandwidths shows the flexibility of the proposed biosensor alongside usages
of different light sources. Since the shift observed in the case of the second and third
bands was significant (5.76 and 17.92 nm, respectively), according to the 3-sigma
criterion, though we did not perform a calibration curve to determine the limit of
detection (LOD), we can state that the LOD should be lower than the concentration
used in the test (5 µM). It’s worth mentioning that LOD is taken as the lowest con-
centration of an analyte in a sample that can be detected. LOD can be calculated as
3.3×σ

S , where σ is the standard deviation of the response and S is the sensitivity of the
biosensor or slope of the calibration curve [58]. Here, in this thesis, we have described
the first demonstration of the changes in HC-TLF fiber upon DNA capture and subse-
quent decoration with streptavidin through a PNA-signalling probe. The work aimed
to show that the derivatization of the surface with PNA capture probes is feasible
and that an appropriate sensing format can be used to generate an optical signal de-
tectable in the fiber transmission spectrum. The method was found to be reproducible
and can subsequently be extended to quantitative measurements. Indeed we envisage
that the method can be used for quantitative measurement of the DNA content, since
a different concentration of DNA will lead to a different degree of ‘capture’ of the
target DNA and, therefore, to the capture of streptavidin to a different extent, leading
to a different shift, as previously observed with a similar format on Bragg-grated PCF
using gold nanoparticles as enhancers [59].
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Figure 2.6: Zoomed images of the high loss regions at the reference level of −35 dB,
−40 dB, −45 dB, and −50 dB, in different wavelength ranges of (a) 500-520 nm,
(b) 720-750 nm, and (c) 1290-1320 nm. The results related to the first (1), second
(2), and third (3) measurements before and after streptavidin solution infiltration, are
observable.
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Figure 2.7: (a) Cross-section geometry of the KL fiber acquired by a 40x optical
microscope. (b) Transmission spectra of the fiber recorded by OSA.

2.2 Kagome-Lattice Fibre

The KL-HCMOF fiber structure, investigated here includes a piece 40 cm long with
an air core of 60 µm surrounded by the silica struts. There is a specific waveguide
mechanism of light in this fiber which is based on inhibited coupling between the
core modes and cladding modes.

2.2.1 Optical Measurements

In Fig. 2.7 (a), an optical microscope image of the KL fiber has been shown. The
relatively large size of the air core will cause the creation of other high-order LP-like
modes. However, we have carried out our experiments by selecting the LP-like core
modes. We tried to find the best condition of the setup alignment for the excitation
of the LP-like core modes. The transmission spectrum of this fiber recorded by an
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) used in our experiments has been shown in Fig. 2.7
(b). As can be seen, it includes three central low-transmission regions. The positions
of the slop fronts of these regions are the places that highly depend on the interaction
between the core and cladding modes.
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2.2.2 Output Spectra and field images

After having formed the bio-layers on the internal surface of the KL-HC fiber, the out-
put spectra and experimental EM field images of the LP sensing modes are recorded.
It is worth mentioning that rinsing and drying the internal surfaces of the fiber is
an important step before optical measurements. For performing the optical measure-
ments the fiber is placed in the related optical setup. In this setup, as a light source,
a super-continuum white light source in the wavelength range of 450-2400 nm, has
been used. The light leaving the end-side of the fiber is hit on the lateral side of a
beam splitter. Here, half of the light is guided to the OSA and another half to the
Zelux camera. Both the OSA and camera are connected to a laptop in order to record
the output spectra and near-field images of the LP-like modes. In Fig. 2.8 (a) and (b),
the image of the coupled field inside the fiber and the corresponding transmission
spectra are shown. As can be seen in Fig. 2.8 (a), an LP-like core mode is excited.
It has been confirmed by the marginal octagonal patterns of the EM field inside the
core region. Both the images in Fig. 2.8, have been acquired after the fiber infiltra-
tion process which demonstrates the fiber persistence, reliability, and its potential as
a label-free bio/chemical sensor.

As can be seen in Fig. 2.8 (b), there are a few nanometres redshifts in the high
transmission band of the output spectrum. The first redshift observed in the rising
edge of the central high transmission band is measured to be 5 nm around the wave-
length of 800 nm. The second red shift observed in the falling edge of the same
wavelength band is measured to be 9 nm around the wavelength of 1400 nm. These
wavelength shifts have been measured at a signal level of -50 dB. However, at differ-
ent signal levels, the redshifts can be measured. To be sure that these shifts are not
coming from other reasons, like changes in the fiber-alignment setup, the measure-
ments have been repeated several times. The detected redshift for every measurement
proves the feasibility of using the KL-HC fiber as a sensor platform. Furthermore,
regarding these shifts, the values are consistent with the typical dimension of the
analytes here examined, i.e. streptavidin molecules.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Field intensity image of the coupled field into the fiber (acquired by the
Zelux camera), exciting a quasi-LP11 mode, (b) transmission spectra of the fiber after
infiltration, a red-shift of a few nanometers between PNA+Biotin and Streptavidin
spectra are measured.





Chapter 3

Fiber Amplifiers and Lasers

3.1 Fibre lasers

The concept of amplification of radiation through stimulated emission with coherency
was introduced in 1917 by Albert Einstein [60]. After that, on May 16, 1960, the first
working laser, which was a ruby one was demonstrated by Theodore Maiman [61].
The fiber lasers were proposed and developed [62]. Silica fibers were among the first
fibers introduced as the gain medium for the laser [63]. Soon after, the first working
silica fiber laser [64] was demonstrated. Since then, many experimental and theo-
retical results on silica- and fluoride-doped fiber amplifiers and lasers with various
rare-earth dopants have been reported. Fiber lasers are low-cost and relatively easy
to produce sources of excellent beam quality, emitting light in different parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum including infrared, visible, and ultraviolet ranges. For this
reason, fiber amplifiers and lasers have evolved to be some of the most successful
technologies in different areas of photonics. They are appropriate candidates for ap-
plications in telecommunication, medicine, manufacturing industry, and metrology.
Different kinds of fiber lasers including continuous wave, pulsed, narrow-linewidth,
single frequency, tuneable, and high-power sources have been developed to meet the
increasing demands of various industries. Simply, fiber laser structure includes a gain
medium made of an optical fiber doped with rare-earth ions and a feedback mech-
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anism. The feedback mechanism is provided by a resonant cavity formed by either
physical mirrors or the frequency selective fiber Bragg grating (FBG), written into
the core of the fiber [51].

3.2 Visible lasers

During the last few years, visible light sources emitting around 400–700 nm have
attracted the scientific community’s attention, since they are extensively employed in
different domains such as metrology, medicine, optical storage, and laser guide star
systems [65, 40, 37, 66]. For visible laser generation, there are several techniques
shown in Figure 3.1. Although gas lasers and dye lasers have often been used in scien-
tific research, they suffer from delicate operation and high maintenance [30]. Nowa-
days due to the progress in nonlinear optics, second harmonic generation (SHG), or
optical parametric oscillator (OPO) techniques are interesting alternatives for visible
laser development. However, these techniques have some disadvantages such as low
efficiency, complexity, reliability issues, and high costs. On the other hand, for vis-
ible solid-state lasers, there is the problem of the lack of good excitation sources. It
is worth mentioning that visible semiconductor lasers are well developed to use, but
their operating power has still some limitations [30]. Generally speaking, it must be
underlined that the design of a compact visible laser is very challenging because there
are no direct diode or solid-state sources available.

In my research activity, we deal with visible lasers particularly in the yellow
range of EM spectrum, based on specialty active fiber technology. These fiber sources
compared with the previously mentioned technologies for visible laser developments,
have less complex optical arrangements and better wall-plug efficiencies.

3.2.1 Yellow-fibre laser

In the second part of my Ph.D. course, we particularly focus on developing a compact
and efficient yellow fiber-based laser system for ophthalmologic surgery, in particu-
lar, for the treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy (DR), which affects about one-third
of the diabetic population according to the META-EYE Study [67]. Because of the
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Figure 3.1: Different techniques for visible laser generation [30].

good combination of the absorption values of the main tissue components at this
wavelength (see Figure 3.2), yellow emitting lasers (565–590 nm) are well suited
for medical treatments in ophthalmology and dermatology. In particular, yellow light
at 577 nm is considered to be the best choice for the macular retinopathy treatment
by photocoagulation since the lower absorption by the retinal and foveal pigments
is compensated by the higher absorption of oxyhemoglobin and the lower scattering
by the eye tissue, allowing central macular edema treatments free of foveal damages.
Originally green lasers (532 nm) were used but switching to yellow lasers has paved
the way for new treatments for these frail retinal areas. Experimental investigations
on animals and humans, but also numerical analyses, have confirmed that yellow
light is the most suitable candidate for retinopathies because it is effective with lower
power, preventing thermal damage to neighboring areas [35].
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Figure 3.2: Laser wavelength and effective light absorption.

3.3 Dysprosium-doped Yellow-fibre laser

Access to yellow emission has been possible with several developed techniques with
copper bromide laser [38], upconversion [68], or second harmonic generation in
Nd-doped crystals [29], Yb-doped fibers[39], bi-fiber lasers [40], optically pumped
semiconductor lasers [41]. However, these techniques demand bulky structures with
several free-space alignments, high maintenance, and tight limitations on the pump
conditions. For accessing high-efficiency and simple direct yellow laser emission,
the trivalent dysprosium ion (Dy3+) is a very attractive candidate. There is a strong
yellow fluorescence coming from 4F9/2 to 6H13/2 transition in the spectral band of
Dy3+ ion. In [42], J. Limpert et al. demonstrated the first CW yellow emission in a
Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber laser by using a bulky air-cooled Argon-ion laser emitting
at 457 nm as a pump source. Then in 2011, a low-loss Dy−doped optical fiber (0.3
dB/m at 532 nm) made of a fluoro-aluminate glass was used to demonstrate yellow
laser oscillation [30]. In that work, the Dy−doped fluoride fiber was pumped by a
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398.8 nm GaN laser diode, and the maximum output power was 10.3 mW [30]. In
the following years, yellow lasers, from Dy−doped yttrium aluminum garnet with
12% slope efficiency and Dy3+–Tb3+ co-doped LiLuF4 crystal with 13.2 % slope ef-
ficiency have also been reported [43, 44]. Nevertheless, in a considerable period, due
to the lack of high-performance gain fibers and high-power GaN blue lasers as the
pumping sources, no significant research progress has been observed in Dy−doped
fiber yellow lasers. Then, in 2020, thanks to the breakthroughs of both Dy−doped flu-
oride fiber fabrication technology and high-power blue GaN laser diodes (LD), emit-
ting at 445 nm, the first GaN laser diode pumped Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber laser for
yellow emission was reported using a simple setup [45]. In that experiment, a com-
mercially available Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber, originally designed for mid-infrared
emission was used. Furthermore, the performance of the yellow laser system was
investigated by using two different Dy−doped fiber lengths (0.6 m and 5.95 m). Au-
thors of [45] obtained the maximum laser slope efficiency of 2.3% and 0.9% for
absorbed pump power respectively for 0.6 m and 5.95 m of Dy−doped fiber. One
year later, in 2021, the same research group investigated the potential causes of the
low experimental slope efficiency and they found contributions from the background
loss of the fiber and excited-state absorption (ESA) of the intracavity yellow light
[46]. They demonstrated a detailed experimental and theoretical analysis of the 4F9/2

to 6H13/2 lasing transition of a Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber and measured a yellow laser
output generated with a maximum slope efficiency of 33%, which is less than half of
the Stokes limit (∼ 78%) [46]. Although these new researches were so important in
the field of Dy−doped yellow fiber sources, the laser output powers were still lim-
ited to the mW levels. The possible causes of this challenge are difficulties in the
manufacture of Dy3+ fluoride fibers with low loss and high gain; the commercially
available high-power GaN blue laser sources with high beam quality are scarce; the
construction of yellow fiber laser cavity with high efficiency and simple structure is
relatively difficult. This challenge has been overcome in [50], by reporting a Watt-
level yellow Dy− doped ZBLAN fiber laser by using optimized cavity designs. The
suggested yellow fiber laser in [50] simply consisted of a Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber as
the gain medium, a fiber end-facet mirror with high reflectivity at the yellow wave-
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length, and a 450-nm diode laser as the pump source. The yellow Dy−doped ZBLAN
fiber laser was realized with a maximum output power of 1.12 W at 575 nm, which
was achieved at a pump power of 4.20 W.

It is worth mentioning that most of these works were dedicated to experimental
activities. Developing trustworthy numerical models is of great importance to un-
derstand, analyze, and predict the potential improvement of this fiber laser system.
Therefore, in this part of my research, we develop the analytical and numerical meth-
ods for a comprehensive analysis of the Dy−doped yellow fiber laser. As mentioned
earlier, the yellow emission (i.e.∼ 565-590 nm) can be obtained by considering the
4F9/2 → 6H13/2 energy transition in Dy−doped fiber. As shown in Figure 3.3, for the
yellow lasing transition and excitation of the electrons from the ground-state popula-
tion to the upper yellow lasing level (4F9/2), several shorter wavelengths ranging from
the ultraviolet to the blue spectral range can be used. In the next sections, I discuss in
more detail the energy levels involved in pumping and lasing of the laser.

3.4 Rare earth−doped fibre amplifiers and lasers

As it is well known, rare earth ions have a long history in optical and magnetic ap-
plications. Generally speaking, rare-earth elements are classified into two groups,
namely lanthanides, with atomic numbers ranging from 57 to 71, and actinides, with
atomic numbers ranging from 83 to 103. In solid-state laser technology, lanthanides
are more important than actinides, because they have interesting optical properties
that distinguish them from other optically active ions. Some of these characteris-
tics are: emission and absorption over narrow wavelength ranges, wavelengths of the
emission and absorption transitions relatively insensitive to host material, weak inten-
sities of these transitions, long lifetimes of meta-stable states, quantum efficiencies
that tend to be high, except in aqueous solutions [69]. These characteristics are all
due to the nature of the states involved in these processes and lead to the excellent
performance of rare earth ions in many optical applications such as lasers and am-
plifiers. These devices that provide gain must have low scattering losses, and one is
restricted to using single-crystal or glass hosts. Nowadays, many doped fiber lasers
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Figure 3.3: Energy-level schematic diagram of Dy3+ in ZBLAN glass [46]. The
ground-state absorption (GSA) for ∼ 400 nm and ∼ 447 nm have been shown with
upward arrows. Two lasing levels, 4F9/2 and 6H13/2, generate emission in the visi-
ble, near-infrared, and mid-infrared (mid-IR) regions in ZBLAN glass, shown by the
downward arrows. In ZBLAN glass, the lifetime of the lower laser level (6H13/2) of
the yellow laser transition is comparable to the upper laser level (4F9/2), meaning the
yellow light is reabsorbed (as shown by the upward dashed line).
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have been reported with lasing wavelengths from 550 nm to 2900 nm based on erbium
(Er3+ ), neodymium (Nd3+), ytterbium (Yb3+ ), holmium (Ho3+), thulium (Tm3+),
praseodymium (Pr3+), samarium (Sm3+) [70, 69], and Dy3+ [30, 45]. The broadened
linewidths of rare-earth ions in glass also enable wide tuning ranges [71] and are
suitable for short-pulse mode locking [72].

3.4.1 Methods of Analysis

Developing fiber laser systems relying on just experimental work is inefficient and
inadequate. Additionally, the current progress of fiber lasers and amplifiers requires
accurate and simple theoretical or numerical modeling of the system. Several numer-
ical models and analytical solutions exist that are based on different simplifying as-
sumptions. Usually, analytical models produce solutions for the small-signal gain of
three- and four-level fiber lasers [73, 74]. These approaches give a good insight into
the physics of the system, but they require knowledge of fiber parameters that are
difficult to measure, such as optical mode distributions, dopant-ion concentration and
distribution within the fiber, emission, and absorption cross sections, and decay times
[75]. Therefore the mentioned disadvantages should be considered in choosing the
appropriate analytical methods. On the other hand, accurate models of a rare-earth-
doped laser are obtainable with numerical methods. Choosing the suitable numerical
model is advantageous because it provides not only an understanding of the system
under investigation but also the possibility to conduct a wide range of experiments to
optimize the device’s design and foresee its limitations. In other words, using a good
model helps to predict the behavior of the characteristics of the fiber laser without
performing experiments, which can be difficult to carry out in laboratory conditions.
Analysis and simulation of the fiber amplifier and laser systems require the solu-
tion of two groups of equations. The first group of equations is the rate equations of
the active medium which describes the distributions of the population inversion. The
second group of equations is the propagation equation consisting of several coupled
non-linear first-order ordinary differential equations (ODE) which describe the prop-
agation of the optical fields inside the cavity. For solving these equations, appropriate
boundary conditions must be employed. It should be mentioned that the boundary
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conditions depend on the working regime (continuous or pulsed) of the fiber laser. Fi-
nally, the resulting systems of equations are complex. Accordingly, finding the right
solutions whether analytically or numerically might become impossible. Therefore,
to avoid these possibilities, approximations and simplifications can be applied.

3.5 Four-level system of Dy−doped fibre

One of the simplification schemes in solving the equations is to reduce the number
of energy levels involved. In the case of approximation of a 3-energy level system
to a 2-energy level one, the lifetime of the uppermost energy level such as the 4I11/2

manifold of Erbium, should be short [74]. It’s worth mentioning that the most simple
model of the matured system of the erbium-doped fiber amplifier is considered a pure
three-level atomic system. In this way, most of the important characteristics of the
amplifier can be interpreted. However, in some cases like the short cavity rare-earth-
doped fiber lasers with a high concentration of rare-earth ions, the 2 and 3-energy
level systems are not accurate models. In addition, there are other cases where more
than three energy levels should be considered including thulium, neodymium, and
dysprosium ions which cannot be described as a two-level system. For these ions, it’s
difficult to find analytical solutions for the equations, and one usually relies on nu-
merical solutions. The system that we are dealing with is a four-level Dy−doped fiber
laser. The energy levels of this rare earth ion are shown in Figure 3.3. For the yellow
lasing transition and excitation of the electrons from the ground-state population to
the upper yellow lasing level (4F9/2), several shorter wavelengths ranging from the
ultraviolet to the blue spectral range can be used. Here in my study, I have considered
the transitions and effects that are important for the efficiency of the system, shown
in Figure 3.4.

As seen in Figure 3.4, a four-level system is considered with a ground state de-
noted by 0, the highest state labeled 3 (into which energy is pumped), and states 1 and
2 which are lower and upper lasing transition. The upper lasing level (level 2 in our
system) often has a long lifetime in the case of efficient lasers and amplifiers. Hence,
it is sometimes referred to as the meta-stable level. The populations of the levels are
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Figure 3.4: Simplified Energy-level schematic diagram of Dy3+. The ground state
is shown with 0, and upper levels accordingly are labeled with 1-3. The upper laser
level, 4F9/2 is named 2, and the lower laser level, 6H13/2, is shown with 1.

labeled N0, N1, N2, and N3. This four-level system is intended to represent that part
of the energy level structure of Dy−doped fiber amplifiers and lasers that is relevant
to the yellow-light emission process. To obtain amplification, we need a population
inversion between the involved states in the amplification or lasing process, which
are states 1 and 2.

3.5.1 Rate equations

According to the electronic transition process of a four-level system of Dy3+ ions,
shown schematically in Figure 3.4, the populations of different levels are expressed
by the following rate equations

dN0

dt
=−W03N0 +(W30 +A30)N3 +A10N1 (3.1)

dN1

dt
= (W21 +A21 +W21 f +W21b)N2 −A10N1 − (W12 +W12 f +W12b)N1 (3.2)

dN2

dt
=−(W21+A21+W21 f +W21b)N2+A32N3+(W12+A12+W12 f +W12b)N1 (3.3)
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dN3

dt
=W03N0 − (W30 +A30)N3 +A32N3 (3.4)

In a steady-state situation, the time derivatives will all be zero,

dN0

dt
=

dN1

dt
=

dN2

dt
=

dN3

dt
= 0 (3.5)

and the total population Nt is given by

Nt = N0 +N1 +N2 +N3 (3.6)

Under these constraints and after algebraic manipulating of the system of equa-
tions 3.1–3.6, the population of levels can be written as

N1 =
ce−b f
ae−bd

(3.7)

N2 =
a f − cd
ae−bd

(3.8)

where the coefficients of a, b, c, d, e, and f are respectively (W12 +W12 f +W12b +

A10), (W21 +A21 +W21 f +W21b), 0, (W30+A30+A32+W03)A10
W03A32

+ 1, 1, and 1. Other popula-
tion of N0 and N3 can be found by finding for N1 (Equation 3.7), N2 (Equation 3.8),
with some algebraic calculations. Various coefficients used in the system of Equa-
tions 3.1–3.6 are defined in Table 3.1.

In Table 3.1, P represents the power (for the pump, signal, or amplified sponta-
neous emission), σ12(21) is the absorption (or emission) cross-section between energy
levels 1 and 2 (2 and 1), h is the Planck constant and ν is the frequency of the radia-
tion. ASE stands for amplified spontaneous emission, which considers the amplifica-
tion rate for spontaneous emission of all wavelengths in the radiation spectrum. For
defining the ASE phenomenon it is worth mentioning that all the excited ions in level
number 2 can spontaneously decay from the upper state to the ground one by emitting
a photon. The photon emitted in this process is uncorrelated with the signal photons
and can be considered a source of noise. However, since the amplification can oc-
cur for these spontaneously emitted photons, they amplify and cause the emission
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Table 3.1: Coefficients used in the system of equations 3.1–3.4.

Parameter Definition Relation

W03 Pump absorption rate at λp
σ03Pp
hνp

W30 Stimulated emission rate at λp
σ30Pp
hνp

A30 Spontaneous emission rate from level 3 1
τ03

A10 Spontaneous emission rate from level 1 1
τ10

W21 Stimulated emission rate at λs
σ21Ps
hνs

A21 Spontaneous emission rate from level 2 1
τ21

W21 f Stimulated emission rate at λASEF ASETerm (λi, σ21)
W21b Stimulated emission rate at λASEb ASETerm (λi, σ21)
W12 Absorption rate at λs

σ12Ps
hνs

W12 f Absorption rate at λASEF ASETerm (λi, σ12)
W12b Absorption rate at λASEb ASETerm (λi, σ12)

of more photons from excited ions, as they travel along the fiber. This phenomenon,
which can occur at any wavelength within the fluorescence spectrum of the amplifier
or laser transitions, is called amplified spontaneous emission. In this parasitic process,
released photons are amplified in both the forward (+z) and backward (−z) directions
and generate two waves. ASE is an important source of noise and poor performance
of rare-earth-doped fiber amplifiers and lasers. To compute the ASE power at the out-
put of the fiber, first, we need to calculate the spontaneous emission power at a given
point in the fiber. This power is sometimes referred to as an equivalent noise power
[76]. For a single mode fiber with two independent polarizations for a given mode
at frequency ν , the noise power in a bandwidth ∆ν , corresponding to spontaneous
emission, is equal to ASETerm = 2 hν∆ν . The total ASE power at point z along the
fiber is the sum of the ASE power from the previous sections of the fiber and the
added local noise power. Calculation of this parameter would require the equations
of quantum electrodynamics which will not be presented here. Thus for the system
of equations here considered, the final expression for ASE calculation is expressed as
ASEterm. ASETerm is given by the function of

2∆λΓsσ12(21)hc2

λ 3
i

Nt .
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3.5.2 Power propagation equations

The power propagation equations describe the evolution of the pump, signal or laser
radiation, and amplified spontaneous emission along the active fiber. For a system-
atic formulation, the wavelength spectrum is divided into slots, and in each slot the
evolution of these quantities along the z direction is determined by a set of coupled
first-order differential equations [76] as follows:

dPp

dz
=−Γpσ03N0Pp +Γpσ30N3P0p −αPp (3.9)

dPs

dz
=−Γsσ12N1Ps +Γsσ21N2Ps −αPs +ASETerm(λs)

N2

Nt
(3.10)

d pASEF

dz
=−Γsσ12N1PASEF +Γsσ21N2PASEF −αPASEF +ASETerm(λASEF)

N2

Nt
(3.11)

d pASEB

dz
=−Γsσ12N1PASEB +Γsσ21N2PASEB −αPASEB +ASETerm(λASEB)

N2

Nt
(3.12)

where Γp and Γs represent the overlap integrals between pump radiation and active-
ion distribution, signal light, and active-ion distribution respectively. If we assume
that the dysprosium ions are uniformly distributed in a disk of radius b concentric to
the core of radius a, then the overlap integrals of pump and signal can be defined as
[77]

Γp(s) =
∫ 2π

0

∫ b

0
ip(s)(r,φ)rdrdφ (3.13)

where ip(s) represents the normalized optical intensity at pump (signal) wavelengths
and is expressed as:

ip(s) =
Ip(s)(r,φ ,z)

Pp(s)(z)
(3.14)
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where Ip is the intensity of the pump beam with frequency νp = c
λp

. The intensity Is of
the transverse field corresponds to the magnitude of the Poynting vector of the funda-
mental mode of the fiber at wavelength λs. The optical power of the beam traveling
for a length z along the fiber will thus be:

Ps(z) =
∫ 2π

0

∫
∞

0
Is(r,φ ,z)rdrdφ (3.15)

It’s worth mentioning that if we consider non-uniform dopant distributions of
ions, we need to change how to calculate the overlap integral with the mode field
distribution. In this case, the overlap integrals could be calculated by using the COM-
SOL software which provides us with the spatial distribution of the electric or mag-
netic field vector, to calculate the overlap with a more complex dopant distribution.
However, at the moment, the Dy-doped fiber used in most of the papers on yellow
fiber lasers is the one made by Le Verre Fluoré (France) [46], which has a uniform
dopant distribution in the core.

3.6 Solving methods

Equations 3.9–3.12 are completed by the boundary conditions. In the case of fiber
lasers, the boundary conditions depend on the kind of cavity used in the laser con-
figuration. The number of equations to be solved depends on the width and therefore
the number of slots used to discretize the wavelength spectrum. In other words, if the
spectrum is divided into n intervals, the number of equations to be solved will be (2n
+ 4) [51]. Coefficient 2 accounts for the forward and backward amplified spontaneous
emission frequencies in each slot. For example, if we consider the spectrum of Er-
bium ions expands from approximately 1500 nm to 1650 nm, then it can be divided
into 100 slots of width 1.5 nm each resulting in 204 equations to be solved. Nev-
ertheless, it is worth mentioning that the number of equations determines the com-
putational speed of the method. Therefore, the optimized method should be found
where both the minimum number of equations without compromising accuracy can
be obtained.
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3.6.1 Runge-Kutta method

Runge-Kutta (RK) method is generally referred to as ”RK4”, the "classic Runge–Kutta
method" or simply as "the Runge–Kutta method". As it is well known it is an effi-
cient and commonly used approach for solving initial-value problems of differential
equations [78]. Since Equations 3.9–3.12 are a set of first-order differential equations
with a unique independent variable z, they can be solved by the Runge-Kutta method.
Given ordinary Equations 3.9–3.12, considered as

dy
dx

= f (x,y) (3.16)

with initial conditions x0 andy0, the RK method can be applied. In this case, first, a
step interval h is chosen. h is the step between the two points at which equations must
be solved, that is

xn+1 = xn +h (3.17)

The following relation gives the corresponding value of the function at this point

yn+1 = yn +∆y (3.18)

where,

k1 = h. f (xn,yn) (3.19)

k2 = h. f (xn +
h
2
,yn +

k1

2
) (3.20)

k3 = h. f (xn +
h
2
,yn +

k2

2
) (3.21)

k4 = h. f (xn +h,yn + k3) (3.22)

∆y =
1
6
(k1 +2k2 +2k3 + k4) (3.23)
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Here yn+1 is the RK4 approximation of y(xn+1), and the next value (yn+1) is
determined by the present value (yn) plus the weighted average of four increments,
where each increment is the product of the size of the interval, h, and an estimated
slope specified by function f on the right-hand side of the differential equation. It
should be mentioned that for each of the pumps, signal, forward ASE, and backward
ASE wavelength, RK4 initialization must be written separately. Recently, the RK4
for ODE systems of the Er-doped amplifier system has been successfully employed
[79].

3.6.2 Shooting methods

The ODE system of Equations 3.9–3.12 can be solved by the shooting methods.
These methods include a trial and error scheme in which the unknown boundary
value at the beginning of the fiber (z = 0) is guessed. The system of equations is then
integrated from z = 0 to the end of the fiber (z = L), where the boundary condition at
z= L is applied to the field. The equations are then integrated from z= L to z= 0. The
calculated boundary value at z = 0 is compared with the guessed value and the differ-
ence is used to correct the guess in subsequent trials. Guess correction can be done
using a classical one-dimensional root-finding technique such as the secant method
or Newton-Raphson method. More details about these methods can be found in [51].

3.6.3 Relaxation methods

In relaxation methods, the pump, signal, and ASE power are integrated back and forth
using the boundary conditions at each end until the change of population density dis-
tribution from one iteration to the next is below a fixed value. The relaxation method
has the advantage of a high speed of convergence and robustness [51].

3.6.4 Finite difference methods

The system of rate and propagation equations presented in the previous section is
appropriate to model fiber lasers, particularly in continuous wave regime. Neverthe-
less, in the case of pulsed fiber lasers or strongly time-dependent phenomena such as
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transient states, the mentioned system of equations in 3.9–3.12 is no longer applica-
ble. This is due to the significance of level population densities and other parameters’
temporal dependence. In these conditions, a traveling wave model is preferred to em-
ploy. The model includes a system of coupled partial differential equations with time
and space as variables. The traveling wave model equations in the simple case of a
two-level fiber laser system with N1 and N2 can be written as follows:

Nt = N1 +N2 (3.24)

∂N2

∂ t
+

N2

τ
=

Γpλp

hcA
[σa(λp)N1 −σe(λp)N2](P+

p +P−
p )

+∑
Γk(λk)

hcA
[σa(λk)N1 −σe(λk)N1](P+

k +P−
k )

(3.25)

±
∂P±

p

∂ z
+

1
νp

∂P±
p

∂ t
=−Γp[σe(λp)N2 −σa(λp)N1]P±

p (z, t)−αp(λp)P±
p (z, t) (3.26)

±
∂P±

k
∂ z

+
1
νk

∂P±
k

∂ t
=−Γk[σe(λk)N2 −σa(λk)N1]P±

k (z, t)

−αa(λk)P±
k (z, t)+2σe(λk)N2

hc2

λ 3
k

∆λk

(3.27)

where k = 1, ...,K, N is dopant concentration, A is effective dopant area. The param-
eters νk and νp represent the group velocities of the amplified spontaneous emission
and pump power in the doped fiber, and c is the speed of light in free space. The
system of Equations 3.24-3.27 are completed by boundary condition which depends
on the type of cavity in the laser configuration and also on the pumping scheme. If
time-dependent boundary conditions are taken into account, the coupled propagation
equations must be solved numerically using the finite difference method (FDM).

Applying the FDM to a differential equation involves replacing all the partial
derivatives in the equations with a finite difference formula. Accordingly, the space
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axis and time axis are divided into small pieces ∆z and ∆t respectively. Then the differ-
ential equation is transformed into a set of algebraic equations that can be evaluated
with numerical methods. In this way, a grid of points gives the value of the pump
power, forward and backward output power at every point of the gain medium and
every time [51]. Generally speaking, FDMs can be divided into three groups explicit
finite difference, implicit finite difference, and Crank-Nicholson [80]. Amongst all
these three, the easiest one to implement is the explicit method. However, it has a dis-
advantage. It is only numerically stable and convergent when the courant condition
(∆t =

∆z
ν

) is satisfied. On the other hand, the other two methods, namely, implicit finite
difference, and Crank-Nicholson are always stable but they have the disadvantage of
intensive computations. Between these two methods, Crank-Nicholson is even more
stable.

Due to the flexible conditions at which FDM applies to the system of rate and
propagation equation, it is chosen in the analysis of the 4-level system of Dy−doped
fiber laser, discussed in this thesis.



Chapter 4

Dy−doped Fiber Laser Model and
Results

4.1 Mathematical model for Dy−doped fiber laser

According to the FDTD method, chosen for the system’s modeling, the rate and prop-
agation Equations 3.1–3.12 written in the previous chapter for Dy−doped fiber, are
rewritten as

∂N2(z, t)
∂ t

=
K

∑
k=1

Γkλk

hνkAk
[σ12(λk)N1−σ21(λk)N2](P+

k (z, t)+P−
k (z, t))− N2(z, t)

τ
(4.1)

Nt = N0 +N1 +N2 +N3 (4.2)

±
∂P±

p (z, t)
∂ z

+
1
νp

∂P±
p (z, t)
∂ t

=−Γp[σ30(λp)N3−σ03(λp)N0]P±
p (z, t)−αp(λp)P±

p (z, t)

(4.3)
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±
∂P±

k (z, t)
∂ z

+
1
νk

∂P±
k (z, t)
∂ t

= Γk[σ21(λk)N2 −σ12(λk)N1]P±
k (z, t)

−αa(λk)P±
k (z, t)+2σ21(λk)N2

hc2

λ 3
k

∆λk

k = 1, ......,K,k ̸= s

(4.4)

where Nt is the dysprosium dopant concentration, which is assumed to be uniform
along the fiber. N0 and N3 are ground and stimulated level populations, N1 and N2 are
lower and upper lasing level populations. Pp shows the pump power and Pk shows the
ASE power of each channel ( ± corresponds to forward and backward propagation,
respectively). It should be mentioned that, in the presence of the forward signal, Pk

thus represents the lasing or signal power. This processing is rational, because, in the
corresponding spectral slot (k = s), the signal power is stronger than the ASE one by
at least three orders of magnitude, and ASE can be regarded as a weak background
noise. νp and νk are the group velocities of the pump and ASE in the fiber. In our
Dy− doped fiber system, the chromatic dispersion effect can be neglected, thus ν is
independent of wavelength. σ03 and σ21 are the pump absorption and yellow signal
emission cross sections of dysprosium ions, respectively. A is the doped area of the
Dy−doped fiber, and Γp (Γk) is the overlapping factor between the pump (ASE) field
and the fiber-doped area. The initial boundary conditions on the propagating waves
associated with the above partial differential equation (PDEs) are written as

P+
p (0, t) = P+

p (t)

P−
p (L, t) = P−

p (t)

P+
k (0, t) = Ps(t),k = s

P+
k (0, t) = 0,k ̸= s

P−
k (L, t) = 0,k ̸= s

(4.5)

where P+
p (t) and P−

p (t) are forward and backward pump powers injected into the
Dy−doped fiber. Ps(t) is the input signal power and ASE forward and backward pow-
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Figure 4.1: Numerical simulation mesh and FDTD stencil [82].

ers at the beginning and end of fiber are zero (P+
k (0, t),P−

k (L, t)). The above initial-
boundary-value problem of a Dy− doped fiber amplifier system can be numerically
solved through FDM and inserting the correct values for the fiber parameters, pump
and input signals, and resonator or amplifier losses.

4.1.1 Forward-Time, Centered-Space explicit FDM

For solving the 1D PDEs 4.1-4.5, many solvers exist. However, we have primarily
chosen to use a MATLAB toolbox dedicated to Er and Yb−doped fiber amplifiers and
lasers. This selection has been made based on the flexibility of the simulation, and
considering time-varying parameters, offered by the FDTD method in this toolbox.
The employed simulation shown in Figure 4.1 is based on a forward-time centered-
space (FTCS) FDTD approach [81].

Equation 4.5, can be written as an inhomogenous one-way wave equation by
combining the right-hand side into a single term F(z, t)

∂P(z, t)
∂ z

+
1
ν

∂P(z, t)
∂ t

= F(z, t) (4.6)

Notably, wavelength dependence is dropped for clarity and all initial and bound-
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ary conditions are given by Equations 4.5. After rearranging Equation 4.5, to solve
for ∂P(z,t)

∂ t , we obtain

∂P(z, t)
∂ t

=−∂P(z, t)
∂ z

+νF(z, t) (4.7)

The Taylor series expansion of P(z, t) around t is

P(z, t +∆t) = P(z, t)+∆t
∂P(z, t)

∂ t
+O(∆t2) (4.8)

and the FTCS approximation of ∂P(z,t)
∂ z , is

∂P(z, t)
∂ z

=
P(z+∆z, t)−P(z−∆z, t)

2∆z
(4.9)

Then, after replacing Equations 4.7 and 4.9 in Equation 4.8 we will have

P(z, t+∆t) = P(z, t)+∆t[−ν
P(z+∆z, t)−P(z−∆z, t)

2∆z
+νF(z, t)]+O(∆t2) (4.10)

After that, a Lax-Wendroff modification has been used to ensure numerical sta-
bility [82]. This approach selects the first three terms of the Taylor series expansion:

P(z, t +∆t) = P(z, t)+∆t
∂P(z, t)

∂ t
+

∆t2

2
∂ 2P(z, t)

∂ t2 +O(∆t3) (4.11)

By using the Equation 4.7, the partial derivatives of P(z, t) can be expressed as

∂P(z, t)
∂ t

=−ν
∂P(z, t)

∂ z
+νF(z, t) (4.12)

∂ 2P(z, t)
∂ 2t

= ν
2 ∂ 2P(z, t)

∂ z2 −ν
2 ∂F(z, t)

∂ z
+ν

∂F(z, t)
∂ t

(4.13)

where the partial derivatives of F(z, t) can be expressed using the FTCS approxima-
tions

∂F(z, t)
∂ z

=
F(z+∆z, t)−F(z−∆z, t)

2∆z
(4.14)
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∂F(z, t)
∂ t

=
F(z, t +∆t)−F(z, t)

∆t
(4.15)

Substituting Equations 4.12 - 4.15 into the Taylor series of P(z, t) (Equation 4.10)
allows explicit propagation in time with second-order accuracy to both space and
time.

P(z, t +∆t) = P(z, t)+∆t[−ν
∂P(z, t)

∂ z
+νF(z, t)]+

∆t2

2
[ν2 ∂ 2P(z, t)

∂ z2 −ν
2 F(z+∆z, t)−F(z−∆z, t)

2∆z
+ν

F(z, t +∆t)−F(z, t)
∆t

]+O(∆3)

(4.16)

The temporal step size ∆t is chosen according to the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
condition ν∆t

∆z ≤ 1 to ensure stability. The upper laser population N2(z, t) is calcu-
lated from Equation 4.1 after each time step. The simulation is considered to have
converged when subsequent time iterations produce no change above a convergence
threshold (set to 10−3 by default) in any value of P±(z, t,λ ). It should be noted that
simulation run times depend on the number of points in the spatial mesh. Mesh spac-
ing is driven by the gain per fiber length of the system: a fast-changing signal requires
a denser mesh for convergence. Due to the characteristics of the system, simulating a
high gain amplifier or laser stage requires high mesh density for convergence so the
simulation time is relatively long.

4.2 Method’s verification

Verification of the explicit forward-time centered-space FDTD method is carried out
in 3 steps. As we mentioned this method has been primarily written for an Er−doped
amplifier. Therefore we first simulated the Er−doped fiber amplifier with other nu-
merical methods implemented in MATLAB and Python, and secondly compared the
obtained results. Having confirmed the accuracy of this method in an effective or
quasi-two-level system, we extended it to a four-level system by writing the rate
and propagation Equations 4.1-4.4. Then we analyzed a four-level system that is a
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Nd−doped fiber amplifier with this method. The obtained results show a good agree-
ment with the Nd−doped fiber amplifier analyzed in [83]. Finally, we have applied
the modified method to our interested Dy−doped fiber amplifier system.

4.2.1 Er−doped fibre amplifier

Er−doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) are extensively employed in fiber optical net-
works. They can provide amplification for long-distance systems based on the fibers
with a loss of less than 0.2 dB/km, for signals in the long wavelength window near
1550 nm. Practically, the most common EDFA configuration is the forward pump-
ing one using the 980 nm pump. This is because this configuration makes the most
efficient use of cost-effective, reliable, and low-power consumption fiber amplifiers.
An Er−doped fiber amplifier with physical parameters similar to the one discussed in
[76], is considered. Energy levels of the Er−doped system, with their spectroscopy
notation, are shown in Figure 4.2. As can be seen, there are three energy levels: the
4I15/2, 4I13/2, and 4I11/2 representing respectively the ground state, the upper state,
and the metastable state. The populations of the levels are labeled N1, N2, and N3. To
have amplification, a population inversion is necessary between states 1 and 2, and
since state 1 is also the ground state, at least half of the total population of erbium ions
needs to be excited to level 2 to have population inversion. The incident beam of light
on the system with appropriate frequency, able to excite ions to higher levels, is called
pump radiation. In the examined EDFA, the pump is chosen at 980 nm which excites
the ions to the upper-level 4I11/2. The lifetime of this upper level is approximately 1
µs. Thus, the ions readily decay to the metastable level 4I13/2 by non-radiative transi-
tion, i.e. by releasing heat. The time constant at the metastable energy state 4I13/2, is
10 ms and, therefore, relatively high. This leads to a high population inversion even at
moderate pump powers. Propagation equations and population equations have been
written for a 3-level system of Er3+ with 980 nm pump wavelength but with an ap-
proximation of a quasi-two-level system (N3 = 0).

The EDFA considered here is similar to the one in [76], since the fiber has a
core radius of 1.4 µm and a refractive index difference between core and cladding
of 0.026. The overlap integral between mode intensity and erbium distribution is
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Figure 4.2: Energy levels of Erbium (Er3+) doped system with their spectroscopy
notation. there are three energy levels: the 4I15/2, 4I13/2, and 4I11/2, representing re-
spectively the ground state, the upper state, and the metastable state

Γ= 0.40 at 1550 nm, and Γ= 0.64 at 980 nm. This fiber has an Er3+ concentration
Nt= 0.7 x 1019 cm−3, which is typical of erbium-doped fibers with a few hundred
ppm of dopant. This EDFA has been mainly selected because in [76] it has been
experimentally measured and theoretically evaluated. The absorption and emission
cross-section spectra for EDFA are shown in Figure 4.3. As can be seen for erbium,
the emission cross-section is higher than the absorption one in all the wavelength
range 1540-1620 nm, whereas at the pump wavelength of 980 nm the emission cross-
section is zero. This property is one of the reasons for employing the EDFA in a wide
range of applications [77].

Using the given parameters of the Er−doped fiber amplifier, the upper state pop-
ulation inversion ( N2

Ntot
) has been simulated at different values of pump input power.

In Figure 4.4 the results calculated with the FTCS method are compared with those
obtained in [76]. As can be seen in this figure, the FTCS method (green curves), pre-
dicts the same depletion behavior of the population inversion along the fiber length,
showing in [76] when the pump input power decreases. In fact, at low input pump
power, most of the 980 nm pump is absorbed at the beginning of the fiber. The peak
in the population inversion for 40 mW of pump power that is reached near 6 to 8 m,
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Figure 4.3: A typical absorption and emission cross-section spectra of erbium-doped
fiber amplifier.

is because at this position the total ASE (forward and backward) is lowest. It is worth
mentioning that the population inversion is lower at the beginning of the fiber, even
though the 980 nm pump power is highest there because the backward propagating
ASE has reached its highest power and it is significantly depleting the population.

To further verify the correctness of the FTCS method, it is also instructive to
calculate another fundamental parameter which is the signal gain. The gain represents
the ratio of a signal’s output power Pout to its input power Pin. This parameter depends
on different population density levels, and cross-section spectra, and it changes along
the length of the fiber [77]. The results for the considered EDFA with a length of 14
m pumped at 980 nm with the small signal power of -40 dBm input at 1550 nm, are
shown in Figure 4.5. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the signal gain calculated by the
FTCS method for three different pump powers is similar to the results obtained in
[76]. The obtained gain is governed by the population inversion shown in Figure 4.4.
For the lowest pump power of 4 mW, in the last section of the fiber, the population
inversion is too low and there is an attenuation of the signal rather than gain. As the
signal gain is proportional to (σemN2 −σabN1), it has been remarked in [76], when
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Figure 4.4: Population in the upper state as a function of position along a 14 m long
Er−doped fiber amplifier, pumped at 980 nm with different pump powers indicated
on the graphs calculated with (top, right) a numerical method mentioned in [76], and
with (top, left) the proposed FTCS for 40 mW pump power, (down, right) 10 mW
pump power, and (down, left) 4 mW pump power.
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Figure 4.5: Signal gain as a function of position along a 14 m long Er−doped fiber
amplifier, pumped at 980 nm with different powers indicated on the graphs calculated
with (top, right) a numerical method mentioned in [76], and with (top, left) the pro-
posed FTCS for 40 mW pump power, (down, right) 10 mW pump power, and (down,
left) 4 mW of pump power.

( N2
Ntot

) drops below (1+ σe
σa
)−1 the signal experiences loss rather than gain.

The last important parameter in the fiber amplifier system considered here is ASE.
I have calculated the ASE for the considered EDFA. The total forward and backward
ASE power is calculated in the wavelength range of the emission spectrum of the
considered EDFA, starting from 1450 nm and ending at 1600 nm. It is noteworthy
to mention that ASE modeling has been performed by dividing the range into small
wavelength slots of width dλ much smaller than the transition bandwidth. The power
within each wavelength step can then be propagated as an independent signal and
the spectral shape of the output ASE can be computed. An extra complication is that
the ASE can propagate in both directions along the fiber, that is co-propagating and
counter-propagating with the signal. Figure 4.6 shows the total forward and backward
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Figure 4.6: Forward (P+
ASE) and backward (P−

ASE) traveling ASE powers in a 14 m
long EDFA pumped at 980 nm, with different pump powers indicated on the graphs
calculated with a (top, right) numerical method mentioned in [76] for 10 mW pump
input power, (top, left) the same numerical method mentioned in [76] for 40 mW
pump input power, and with the (down, right) proposed FTCS for 10 mW pump
power, and (down, left) 40 mW of the pump power.

ASE as a function of position, for 980 nm pumping wavelength. As can be seen, the
results predicted with FTCS are consistent with the ones reported in [76]. The back-
ward ASE benefits from traveling along a piece of fiber with population inversion,
while the forward ASE propagates along a piece of the fiber progressively where
the population inversion reduces being less amplified. This causes the forward ASE
power to evolve more slowly along the fiber length, compared with the backward
ASE one.

Having compared the three important parameters of population inversion, gain,
and ASE power with their equivalent values reported in [76], we found a high match-
ing between the FTCS results and the analytical method used in [76]. However, to
further show the reliability and strengths of the FTCS method we have considered an-
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Figure 4.7: Absorption and emission cross-section spectra of the erbium-doped fiber
amplifier pumped at 980 nm, calculated and re-scaled according to the absorption
and emission cross-section values of the considered fiber [77].

other typical EDFA used for communication and we have evaluated the performance
of the EDFA with MATLAB tool using the Runge–Kutta method utilized in Matlab,
and an FDM-based tool in Python environment. Then we compared the results of
these two methods with the FTCS method’s ones. The parameters of the considered
EDFA are a fiber core radius of 4 µm, doping concentration Nt = 3 x 1024 m −3, and
a length of 12 m. The overlap integrals for respectively pump and signal waves are
Γp = 0.93 and Γs = 0.78. The absorption and emission cross-section values are shown
in Figure 4.7. The pump absorption cross-section at 980 nm is 2.5 x 10−25 m 2.

The first parameter calculated by all three methods is the higher-lasing level pop-
ulation, N2. As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the proposed FTCS method predicts a pop-
ulation of 2.87 × 1024 at the beginning of fiber, which is consistent with the predicted
values by Runge-Kutta [79] and FDM simulations.

The second parameter evaluated is the pump and signal/lasing power along the
fiber. As can be seen in Figure 4.9, the Runge-Kutta method predicts that the signal
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Figure 4.8: Upper laser level population as a function of position along a 12 m length
of the considered EDFA, pumped at 980 nm, computed by Runge-Kutta method (top,
right) FDM (top, left) and the proposed FTCS (down).
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Figure 4.9: Pump and signal power evaluation as a function of position along a 12
m length of the considered EDFA, pumped at 980 nm computed by Runge-Kutta
method (top, right) FDM, (top, left) the proposed FTCS (down).

power with an input pump power of 180 mW, increases from 1 mW to 80 mW at the
end of fiber. However, the corresponding value in the FTCS method is 93 mW, and
in FDM simulations is 100 mW. The main reason for the different predicted powers
is that, unlike the two methods of FTCS and Runge-Kutta, in FDM simulations ASE
is not considered. Furthermore, the way of calculating ASE with the two methods of
FTCS and Runge-Kutta is also different. However, the depletion of the pump power
during the propagation along the fiber length is truly predicted by all three methods.

We finally calculated the signal gain along the fiber length illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.10. It can be observed that almost all three methods predict a signal gain of 20
dB at the end of the fiber. Regarding the obtained results, the high-data matching be-
tween the employed FTCS method and Runge-Kutta method in MATLAB [79] and
the house-written FDM codes in Python is confirmed.
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Figure 4.10: Signal gain calculation as a function of position along a 12 m length of
the considered EDFA, pumped at 980 nm computed by Runge-Kutta method (top,
right) FDM, (top, left) the proposed FTCS (down).
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4.2.2 Nd−doped fibre amplifier

After confirming the accuracy of the FTCS method for the two-energy level system of
EDFA, through the comparison with other methods, I developed the method for four-
energy level systems. I rewrote the rate and propagation equations in this case. The
equations were fully described in Sec. 3.5. By applying the FTCS method to these
equations, a model for four-energy level amplifiers and lasers is obtained. Before
applying this model to the four-energy level system of Dy-doped fiber amplifiers, I
verified its correctness. To do that, I used this model to study the performance of the
4-energy level system of an Nd-doped fiber amplifier. The aim was to compare the
developed FTCS methods results with the ones obtained with other methods in the
case of the 4-energy level system of Nd−doped fiber amplifier [83]. The considered
parameters are given in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Physical and structural parameters of the four-level system of Nd-doped
fiber amplifier [83].

Parameter value

λp 808 nm
λs 1060 nm
Γs 0.75
Γp 0.002
σp 2 × 10−24 m 2

Ps 0.1 W
Pp 1, 10 W
τ 4 ms
n 1.5
L 200 m
A 5 × 10−11 m2

Nt 2 × 10+24 m−3

α 3 × 10−3 m−1

The schematic of the four-energy level system of Nd-doped fiber amplifier (NDFA)
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Figure 4.11: (left) Energy-level schematic diagram of Nd3+. The ground-state ab-
sorption (GSA) at ∼ 808 nm is shown with an upward arrow, The amplifying levels,
4F3/2 and 4I11/2, generate emission in the 1060 nm region, as shown by the downward
arrow, and (right) the absorption cross-section of Nd3+ [69].

is shown in Figure 4.11. As can be seen in this figure, the levels involved in the pump-
ing process are 4I9/2 and 4F5/2. The amplification of the signal occurs with 4F3/2 →
4I11/2 energy transition. In the same Figure, the absorption cross-section for Nd, ex-
perimentally obtained in the wavelength range of 300-900 nm [69], is shown. We
used the value of 2 × 10−24 m 2 as the pump absorption cross-section at 808 nm.

The emission cross-section spectrum of Nd3+ in different glasses is shown in
Figure 4.12. We used these spectra to obtain the emission and absorption cross-
sections in the wavelength range 1020-1120 nm, considered in the whole process of
NDFA calculations. We analyzed the power evolution of the pump and signal waves
propagating in the NDFA described in Table 1.1.

Signal amplification for the forward pumping scheme of the considered NDFA
for an input launched pump power of 10 W is shown in Figure 4.13. On the right side
of this Figure, the solutions obtained by [83] are given. The continuous line shows
the numerical solutions whereas the circles describe the approximate analytical ones.
Note the excellent agreement between the two of them and on the other hand, the
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Figure 4.12: (right) 4F3/2 and 4I11/2 emission cross-section spectra for different glass
types for pumping at 800 nm [69], (left) Emission cross-section of Nd3+ used in our
calculation.

excellent agreement of both of them with the results of the developed FTCS method
for the four-level systems (left side in Figure 4.13). In the results of all three methods,
the signal with an input power of 100 mW reaches a maximum power of nearly 3.5
W at 160 m. After this distance, the pump power is too low to amplify the signal, and
the latter further slowly attenuates due to scattering loss [83].

To examine the effect of the pumping level on the accuracy of the FTCS method,
the previous example is repeated with an input pump power of 1 W. All other param-
eters are as in Figure 4.13. As can be seen in Figure 4.14, the agreement between
our method results and the ones in [83] is quite good. About these cases, it should
be mentioned that due to the much lower pump power, the effect of the ASE (which
is neglected in the analytic solutions) is more pronounced and, as a consequence, the
analytical solutions (circles) for the signal are somewhat higher than the numerical
solutions in Figure 4.14, right side. Nevertheless, the agreement between the analyt-
ical and numerical methods used in this paper is quite good. It is interesting to note
that as the input pump power is reduced by an order of magnitude, the signal is also
lower by nearly the same factor (reaching 0.39 W at 160 m length of the NDFA).

The last two cases examined, exploit a forward pumping scheme. In the forward
scheme considered in our model, both the signal and pump enter at the beginning
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Figure 4.13: (right) Signal amplification and pump attenuation for the four-level sys-
tem of NDFA for forward pumping at a pump input power of 10 W, obtained by
two analytical and numerical methods [83]. Solid lines represent a numerical so-
lution of rate and propagation equations at steady state while circles represent the
approximate analytical solutions, and (left) equivalent parameters calculated by the
developed FTCS method.

Figure 4.14: Same as the Figure 4.13, but for a pump input power of 1 W.
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of the fiber (z = 0 m) which is the same as the forward pumping scheme in [1]. To
show the usefulness of the FTCS method, the last two examples will be considered
in a backward pumping scheme. In the backward pumping scheme, the pump and
signal waves are counter-propagating along the fiber length. In the developed code to
study the fiber amplifier, by backward pumping, we mean that the signal is entering
at the beginning of the fiber (z = 0 m), and the pump is injected at the ending point
of the fiber (z = 200 m). Notice that, the backward pumping considered in [1] is the
opposite of our assumptions. In their scheme of backward pumping, the input signal
enters from the ending point of the fiber (z = 200 m) and the pump is injected at the
beginning of the fiber (z = 0 m). All other parameters are the ones used to obtain
results of Figures 4.13 and 4.14. First, we consider the backward pumping with an
input power of 10 W. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.15. Consistent with the
results in [83], shown in Figure 4.15 (right), for the case of forward pumping, the
signal rises monotonically to a value of 4.17 W at the end of the fiber. In the case
of forward pumping, the maximum signal power obtained was 3.4 W at the 160 m
length of the NDFA (Figure 4.13).

In the second example of the backward pumping scheme, the pump input power
is decreased to 1 W injected at z = 200 m. The results are illustrated in Figure 4.16.
Compared to the results obtained with the forward pumping scheme (Figure 4.14),
again an increase in signal output power at the end of the fiber is observable. In
summary, predicted results by the FTCS method are in good agreement with both the
numerical and analytical method results in four different considered examples. This
confirms the validity and correctness of the developed FTCS method for four-level
energy systems of fiber amplifiers and lasers.

Notice that different implementations of the backward pumping scheme in our
model with the[1], have resulted in the mirror/images in Figures 4.15 and 4.16.
However, since all the other parameters are the same the final power of the signal
at the opposite end of the fiber is the same.
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Figure 4.15: (right) Signal amplification and pump attenuation for the four-level sys-
tem of NDFA for backward pumping at a pump input power of 10 W, obtained by
two analytical and numerical methods [83], solid lines represent an exact numerical
solution of rate and propagation equations at steady state while circles represent the
approximate analytical solutions, and (left) equivalent parameters calculated by the
developed FTCS method.

Figure 4.16: same as Figure 4.15 with an input power of 1 W.
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4.3 Dy−doped fibre laser

Having confirmed the FTCS method, we have used it for analysis of the Dy−doped
fiber laser. A simplified energy level diagram of a Dy−doped fiber is shown in Fig-
ure 4.17. As it has been mentioned the 4F9/2 → 6H13/2 energy transition, shown in
Figure 4.17, produces strong yellow fluorescence (∼ 565-590 nm) [84]. Since, in
ZBLAN glass the lifetime of the lower laser level (6H13/2, 0.65 ms) is comparable
to the one of the upper laser level (4F9/2, 1.5 ms ), the yellow light could also be
re-absorbed (as shown by the upward dashed line in Figure 4.17). Hence, a massive
population accumulates on the lower laser level, which can subsequently re-absorb
the yellow light. To take into account this effect on the lasing performance, a signal re-
absorption cross-section is required. Furthermore, according to the lasing transition,
for direct excitation of the ground-state population to the upper yellow lasing level,
several shorter wavelengths ranging from the ultraviolet to the blue spectral range
can be used. Alongside [45, 46], a convenient 450 nm pump source (6H15/2 → 4I15/2)
is chosen. The transitions considered in our simulations are shown in Figure 4.17.
In this Figure, A32 = 1/τ32 shows the nonradiative transition rate of the excited ions
from the energy level 4I15/2 to the 4F9/2 one. Additionally A30 = 1/τ30 shows the
spontaneous decay rate at the pump wavelength. Finally, the amplified spontaneous
emission rate from the upper lasing level to the lower one (A21(λs)), has been also
taken into account.

4.3.1 Parameters and Values

In the analysis of Dy−doped fiber lasers we consider a single-clad Dy−doped ZBLAN
fiber similar to the one fabricated by Le Verre Fluoré (France) [46]. We first extracted
the absorption and emission cross-section spectra of the mentioned Dy−doped fiber
from experimental data [45, 46]. The results are presented in Figure 4.18. In the nu-
merical simulation of the spectra, the absorption, emission, and re-absorption cross-
sections were calculated in the wavelength range of 550-600 nm with a step of 0.5
nm. On the other hand, in the experimental measurements of the cross-section as
explained in [46], the mentioned fiber has been pumped using a GaN laser diode
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Figure 4.17: Simplified Dy3+ energy level diagram shows ground-state absorption
(GSA, N0) for ∼ 450 nm pump wavelength with upward arrows. Two lasing levels,
4F9/2 and 6H13/2, generate emission in the yellow region in ZBLAN glass, shown by
the downward arrows. In ZBLAN glass, the lifetime of the lower laser level (6H13/2)
of the yellow transition, is comparable to the upper laser level (4F9/2), meaning the
yellow light is re-absorbed (as shown by the upward dashed line).
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Figure 4.18: (left) Emission and signal re-absorption cross-sections of two lasing
levels, 4F9/2 ↔ 6H13/2, in the Dy3+ ion, calculated by our numerical method, (right)
emission and signal re-absorption cross sections of 4F9/2 ↔ 6H13/2 transition of the
Dy3+ ion, calculated from measured fluorescence data for a fiber sample with CW
pumping at 447 nm [46].

emitting at 447 nm, which excites the ground-state (6H13/2) Dy3+ ions to the 4I15/2

level as shown in Figure 4.17. Additionally, the signal re-absorption cross-section
has been calculated using the measured emission cross-section and the McCumber
relation [46].

The structural and physical parameters of the Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber are listed
in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, where σabp is the absorption cross section at the pump wave-
length λp, σabs and σems are the re-absorption and emission cross sections at the
signal wavelength λs, τ32, and τ21, τ30, and τ10 are the energy level lifetimes. The
parameters R1, R2, R3, and R4 are the reflectivity of input and output mirrors for the
signal (laser) and pump wavelengths. For the linear cavity fiber laser considered in
this work, the input mirror has reflectivity R1, and the output mirror has reflectivity
R2 at the signal or laser wavelength. Both mirrors are considered to be transparent at
the pump wavelength (R3 = R4= 0) so that the pump has only one pass through the
fiber. Most of these parameters have been chosen similarly to the Dy−doped ZBLAN
fiber theoretically and experimentally examined in [45, 46].
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Table 4.2: Structural parameters of the investigated Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber laser.

Structural Parameter Value

NA 0.16
dcore 12.5 µm

doping concentration, Nt 3.66 × 1025 m−3

Fibre Length, L 4 m
background loss 0.18 dB/m

R1 90 %
R2 50 %
R3 0
R4 0

As it has been reported in Table 4.2, the numerical aperture (NA) and core diame-
ter of the fiber (dcor) are 0.16 and 12.5 µm, respectively. These parameters guarantee
single-mode operation down to 2.6 µm, so the fiber is multi-mode for both the pump
and the lasing wavelengths (450 nm and 573 nm), as a consequence higher-order
modes can be excited in the fiber core. This also affects the values of the overlap
integrals of Γp and Γs, mentioned in Table 4.3. The values of 0.70 and 0.65 chosen
here for Γp and Γs have been obtained based on the plenty of simulations run results
and in comparison with other methods, fiber laser simulation software, and work in
[85]. The radiative lifetime values τ21 and τ10 related to the level 4F9/2 and 6H13/2

respectively taken from the literature are 1.5 ms and 0.65 ms. On the other hand the
nonradiative lifetime τ32 and τ30 are estimated to be respectively 100 × 10−6 s and
0.01 s. A30 = 1/τ30 indicates the spontaneous decay rate at the pump wavelength. It
should be mentioned that the nonradiative lifetime of τ32 is much lower than that τ21,
related to the long-lived lasing level 4F9/2.

4.3.2 FTCS Results

Although the yellow lasing transition shows a typical four-level nature, the exper-
imental investigations have demonstrated the existence of excited-state absorption
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Table 4.3: Physical parameters of the investigated Dy−doped ZBLAN fiber laser.

Physical Parameters Value

λp 450 nm
λs 573 nm

σabp 0.64 × 10−25 m2

σabs 0.70 × 10−25 m2

σems 0.90 × 10−25 m2

Γp 0.70
Γs 0.65
τ32 100 × 10−6 s
τ21 1.5 × 10−3 s
τ30 0.01 s
τ10 650 × 10−6 s

(ESA) from the lower laser level (6H13/2). Therefore, in the numerical FTCS model,
the signal reabsorption cross-section is used to assess the impact of ESA and the de-
velopment potential of this lasing transition for future demonstrations of Dy−doped
yellow fiber lasers. We first simulated the normalized populations for all appropriate
yellow laser levels along the fiber length. This has been performed by numerical anal-
ysis of rate Equations 3.1-3.6 reported in the previous chapter. Indeed, the normalized
population distributions (n j = N j/Nt , j = 0-3, Nt = N0 +N1 +N2 +N3 ) for all appro-
priate yellow laser levels have been calculated by the FTCS method as a function of
fiber length. The results have been shown in Figure 4.19. The population inversion
between the lasing levels 4F9/2 and 6H13/2, along the fiber length, can be evaluated.
Notice that the normalized population of 4F9/2 level (n2 = N2/Nt) in the case of ESA
is slightly higher than the one when ignoring the ESA. Consequently due to the cou-
pled transitions among the other three levels, their population in the case of ESA is
slightly decreased compared with the one ignoring the ESA. Furthermore, since the
energy level 4I15/2 is strongly non-radiatively coupled to the neighboring lower level
4F9/2, the population of 4I15/2 energy level is not significant.
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Figure 4.19: Normalized population distribution (n j = N j/Nt , j = 0-3) along the
Dy−doped fiber length, (left) including the signal re-absorption (ESA on) and, (right)
ignoring it (ESA off).

In our numerical analysis, we have secondly computed the optical pump and sig-
nal power evolution considering the impact of ESA, shown in Figure 4.20. It can be
seen that ESA is considered, the signal power is amplified by the Dy−doped yellow
fiber and reaches ∼ 148 mW from the initial value of the 107 mW. On the other hand,
by ignoring the ESA (ESA off in Figure 4.20), further amplification of the signal at
the end of the fiber is observed (reaching ∼ 173 mW from 107 mW at the begin-
ning of fiber). A higher signal amplification in the case of ignoring the ESA has also
been confirmed for a signal with an input power of 127 mW. This has been shown
in Figure 4.21. Additionally, the pump output power is partially higher, or pump ab-
sorption decreases slightly when ESA is considered. This can be seen by analyzing
the population evolution in the long-lived 4F9/2 and 6H13/2 levels. Because of the re-
absorption of the intracavity yellow light from the excited 6H13/2 level, the population
in the upper 4F9/2 lasing level increases. This leads to less effective pump absorption
or slightly higher pump power at the end of the fiber.

The higher output signal or laser power in case of ignoring the ESA is due to its
role as a source of loss. In other words, ESA occurs when an ion in the long-lived level
is promoted to a higher energy level by absorbing either a pump or signal photon.
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Figure 4.20: Pump and signal power evolution along the Dy−doped fiber for a for-
ward propagating signal with an input power of 107 mW, (left) considering the signal
re-absorption (ESA on), and (right) without considering the ESA (ESA off).

Figure 4.21: The same as Figure 4.20 with an input power of 127 mW.
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Figure 4.22: Forward and backward ASE power (respectively shown with P+
ASE and

P−
ASE) evolution along the Dy−doped fiber for a forward propagating signal with an

input power of 107 mW, (left) With ESA on, and (right) without considering the ESA.

The ion then returns to the long-lived level or ground-state level through phonon
interactions and spontaneous emission so that ESA results in an effective loss [75].
It should be mentioned that the laser output power is calculated by multiplying the
signal output power at the end of the fiber and the output mirror transmission. Since
the output mirror reflectivity at signal wavelength is 50%, the output laser power
previously reported is calculated to be 74 mW and 86.5 mW respectively with and
without considering the ESA. It is worth mentioning that the calculated laser power
of 74 mW, is in good agreement with the experimentally measured output power for
a similar fiber laser investigated in [46].
We further analyzed the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) both in forward and
backward directions. This parameter has been calculated in the presence and absence
of ESA in the emission wavelength spectrum (550-600 nm). The results in the case of
the signal wavelength of Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 have been shown in Figure 4.22
and Figure 4.23.

It can be seen in Figure 4.22 that ESA has a partial effect on ASE power. Both
the forward and backward ASE powers slightly decrease in case of ignoring ESA.
This is predictable since by including the ESA, the population of the upper 4F9/2
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Figure 4.23: The same as Figure 4.22 with an input power of 127 mW.

lasing level increases. This, in turn, causes more ions available in the upper lasing
level for ASE. When the signal input power is higher (Figure 4.23), the ASE powers
are partially decreasing, and the impact of ESA is slightly greater. In Figures 4.22
and 4.23, P+

ASE and P−
ASE in three different positions along the fiber L = 0.5, 2, and

4 m, have been compared. Decreasing the power in case of ignoring the ESA, for
a higher input power of signals is slightly more than the lower input power of the
signal. The evolution of the ASE, signal, and pump power along the fiber length has
been illustrated in Figure 4.24. It should be mentioned that the signal and pump power
evolution in this Figure is consistent with the one in Figure 4.20.

Then gain parameter which is an important figure of merit for the Dy−doped
fiber laser, is calculated. It is worth mentioning that the gain of the laser below the
threshold, calculated here is based on an analytical method [86]. In that method, the
obtained gain in the fiber length of L is given by

G = exp(
∫ L

0
g(z)dz) (4.17)

where g(z) is the local gain.

The dependence of the signal or lasing wavelength on pump conditions is investigated
by considering the gain spectrum in the wavelength range of 565-590 nm. Several
active fiber lengths L = 1-5 m and at different pump powers in the 226-541 mW range
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Figure 4.24: Distribution of the pump, signal, and ASE powers in terms of the wave-
length and fiber length considering the ESA.

are investigated. For low pump power, the net gain first appears at longer wavelengths
for which there is negligible reabsorption from the population in the lower level,
as shown in Figure 4.25. As the pump power increases, the maximum gain moves
progressively to shorter wavelengths. The highest gain of around 5 dB is found for a
2 m length of Dy−doped fiber pumped with 541 mW.

Finally, the FTCS model is employed to evaluate the effect of lifetime value
changes in the four-level system of the Dy−doped fiber laser. Our simulations show
that the two lifetimes that mainly affect the laser performance are τ30 and τ10. Firstly
the spontaneous decay time τ30 of the 4I15/2 level is changed from 1-105 µs in two
different conditions ESA on and ESA off. The impact of τ30 on the laser output power
has been illustrated in Figure 4.26. It can be seen that changing the τ30 from 1 µs to
1000 µs causes an abrupt increase in the output power (from 52.5 mW to 72.5 mW).
This is due to the decrease of the spontaneous decay rate A30, thus improving the laser
output performance. However, for τ30 values higher than 1000 µs, the output power
slightly increases. This proves that the choice of τ30 = 104 µs in our previous calcu-
lations is reasonable and reliable. When τ30 ≥ 104 µs, the output power increase is
negligible, which means this parameter is no longer affecting the laser performance.
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Figure 4.25: Gain for different fiber lengths of a) 1 m, b) 2 m, c) 3 m, d) 4 m, and e)
5 m, at eight different launched pump powers of 226, 271, 316, 361, 406, 451, 496,
and 541 mW.

It should be mentioned that the observed behavior of the output power versus τ30, in
the case of ignoring ESA is the same as in the case with ESA. However, by ignoring
the ESA, all the powers are shifted to a higher value for the case ESA on.

We also considered the effect of ESA on the laser output power. We decreased the
τ10 value from 650 µs to 10−5 µs. At the lowest value of τ10 = 10−5 µs, the highest
output power of 91.5 mW is obtained. Results have been shown in Figure 2.6. Notice
that, by decreasing the lifetime τ10 of the lower laser level 6H13/2, a higher output
laser power is observed. Indeed, decreasing the τ10 value is equivalent to reducing the
impact of the ESA, thus causing a faster depopulation of the lower level of the yellow
laser transition (6H13/2), and consequently a higher pumping to the 4I15/2 level and
a higher laser output power. The same effect of decreasing τ10 in real conditions can
be obtained by designing a cascade lasing arrangement in which the lower laser level
of yellow transition is employed as the upper laser level of the mid-infrared one [46].
Generally speaking, the FTCS method, proposed and developed for the Dy−doped
fiber laser, has been demonstrated to be able to evaluate the most essential parameters
of the system. As we expressed, the population of the energy levels, power evolution,
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Figure 4.26: Output laser power versus of the spontaneous decay time of the 4I15/2

level.

ASE, gain parameters, and time transition effects, have been fully described. The
ESA phenomenon and its impact on the other system parameters have also been taken
into account.

4.3.3 Laser efficiency

The schematic of the Dy−doped yellow fiber laser, modeled and discussed in this
work, is shown in Figure 4.28. As can be seen, the laser cavity includes a few meter
lengths of Dy−doped active fiber with light emission at 573 nm. The two input and
output mirrors with reflectivity R1 and R2 at the lasing wavelength compose the linear
cavity of the system. Both mirrors are transparent at the pump wavelength so that the
pump has only one passe through the fiber (R3 = R4 = 0). A critical parameter of an
optically pumped laser is its slope efficiency (η). The η is defined as the slope of the
curve obtained by plotting the laser output (PLas) power versus the pump power. In
order to find the efficiency of the laser, first we need to find the pump power threshold
Pth. At this power, the laser threshold is just reached, usually assuming steady-state
conditions, and the small signal gain equals the losses of the laser cavity. Finally, the
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Figure 4.27: Output laser power versus the spontaneous decay time of the 6H13/2

level.

output power of the laser with threshold pump power Pth for a given pump power Pp

(above that threshold) can be calculated as follows

PLas = η(Pp −Pth) (4.18)

where Pp is the input pump power. Finding Pth can be approximately performed by
analytical expressions. To obtain the Pth in the four-level system of Dy−doped fiber
laser, we used the analytical method described in [75] using the intrinsic saturation
powers, and cross-saturation powers at the pump and laser wavelengths.

To verify the correctness of this analytical method, we analyzed output power
efficiency and pump threshold for different R2 values similar to the experimental re-
search in [46]. Therefore, different values of output mirror reflectivity R2 = 50%,
58%, 74%, 86% equivalent to output coupler OC values of, respectively, 50%, 42 %,
26%, and 14%, have been chosen. The simulated laser slope efficiencies and thresh-
olds with the mentioned values of R2 (shown in Figure 4.29) have been calculated,
which are in good agreement with their equivalent values experimentally obtained in
[46].
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Figure 4.28: Schematic of the fiber laser setup. P+
s (z) and P−

s (z) are signal forward
and backward propagating respectively in the positive and negative Z direction.

Figure 4.29: Yellow laser output power as a function of launched pump power at
different output couplers (left) obtained with simulations, and (right) experimentally
obtained in [46].
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Regarding the observed curve in Figure 4.29, it should be mentioned that the
pump power is related to the operational condition of the laser. Therefore, if the
pump power is less than the threshold power, the output power of the laser is zero,
and the population inversion linearly increases with the pump power. On the other
hand, when the pump power is greater than the threshold power, the population in-
version reaches the threshold and subsequently does not change, and the output power
increases linearly with the pump power. The higher the pump power, the higher the
stimulated emission rate, leading to an increase in the output power. Furthermore,
as can be seen in Figure 4.29, the highest efficiency (36%), is related to the highest
value of the OC that is 50% including the highest Pth (234 mW).

To accurately evaluate the impact of different structural and physical parameters
on the performance of the laser, and to find the configurations providing the maxi-
mum possible slope efficiency, optimization simulations have been performed. In our
analysis, the realistic values reported in Table 3.1 are considered. Firstly, we have
changed the output mirror reflectivity from R2 = 30% to R2 = 90%. In Figure 4.30,
the laser slope efficiency η and pump power threshold Pth values versus the output
mirror reflectivity R2 are shown. As it is shown in Figure 4.30, the laser efficiency
has the maximum value η ∼ 65%, for the mirror reflectivity R2 = 30%. However, at
this value of R2, Pth is relatively high (Pth = 357 mW).

4.3.4 Overlap Integrals

We also simulated laser slope efficiencies and thresholds for different values of signal
(Γs) and pump (Γp) overlap integrals. Since the fiber simulated here is multimode for
both the laser and pump wavelength, different lasing and pump modes with differ-
ent values of overlap integrals might be used in the lasing process. Results obtained
by changing Γs and Γp have been illustrated in Figures 4.31 and 4.32. First, we cal-
culated slope efficiencies and thresholds at a fixed Γp = 0.70 by changing Γs in the
range 0.35-0.65. Second, we calculated slope efficiencies and thresholds at a fixed Γs

= 0.65 by changing Γp in the range 0.65-0.95.
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Figure 4.30: (left) Yellow laser output power as a function of launched pump power
at different output mirror reflectivity of 50-80 % and (right) calculated values of slope
efficiency and pump power threshold for reflectivity in the range of 30-90%.

Figure 4.31: (left) Yellow laser output power as a function of launched pump power
for different lasing overlap integrals of 0.35-0.65 and (right) calculated values of
slope efficiency and pump power threshold versus the signal overlap integral.
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Figure 4.32: (left) Yellow laser output power as a function of launched pump power
for different pump overlap integrals of 0.65-0.95 and (right) calculated values of slope
efficiency and pump power threshold versus the pump overlap integrals.

4.3.5 Active fiber length

Finally, we evaluate the impact of different active fiber lengths on the laser output
performance being the fiber the active medium. As can be seen in Figure 4.33, fiber
length is changed from 0.5 m to 4 m. We figured out that the maximum achievable
slope efficiency is η ∼ 78% for the fiber length L = 8.5 m.

4.4 Discussions

The performance of a Dy−doped fiber laser with yellow emission at 573 nm has
been analyzed. The Dy−doped fiber simulated in this study has the same character-
istics as the commercially available Dy−doped fiber made by the Le Verre Fluoré,
France [49]. Two different numerical and analytical approaches are chosen to fully
understand the different transitions involved in the lasing mechanism of the fiber and
their impact on the laser output performance. Having solved the rate and propagation
equations for a four-level Dy−doped fiber laser using the FTCS method, the effect
of ESA and ASE on the output power of the laser has been analyzed. ESA has a
significant impact on the laser performance. By increasing the transition rate A10, the
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Figure 4.33: (left) Yellow laser output power as a function of launched pump power
for different active fiber lengths of 0.5-2.5 m and (right) calculated values of slope
efficiency and pump power threshold versus the active fiber lengths.

ESA impact on laser output power is decreased. As can be seen in Figure 4.27, de-
creasing τ10 from 650 µs to 10−5 µs, provides an increase of the output power from
74.5 mW to 91.5 mW. Then, further possible changes in laser output power have been
predicted by changing the transition rate A30 in the fiber laser system. For τ30 values
higher than 1000 µs, the effect of the pump spontaneous decay is negligible. Hence
the output laser power slightly changes.
In Figures 4.30-4.33, pump threshold and laser slope efficiency changes are exam-
ined under the variation of four different parameters, that is R2, Γs, Γp, and L. First,
the pump threshold and slope efficiency have been calculated in the R2 range 30-90%
with a step of 10%. By decreasing the output mirror reflectivity from 50% to 30%, the
slope efficiency increases from 36% to 65%. However, the pump power threshold has
been also increased from 234 mW to 357 mW which is not desirable. Secondly, we
have calculated the output power of the laser, the slope efficiency, and its threshold
by changing Γs and Γp in the ranges, respectively, 0.35-65 and 0.65-0.95 by a step
of 0.10. Similar to the impact of R2, reducing the lasing overlap integral to 0.35 has
provided a high slope efficiency of 75% and an increased pump threshold of 379 mW.
On the other hand, increasing Γp from 0.70 to 0.95 not only will improve the slope
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efficiency to 63%, but also the pump threshold remains as low as 234 mW. Neverthe-
less, Γs and Γp values for the chosen Dy−doped fiber simulated in this analysis, can
not be far apart. In other words, comprise condition of high efficiency and low pump
power threshold, can occur when Γs and Γp are in the range of 0.65-0.85. Finally, by
increasing the active fiber length to 8.5 m, the highest η of 78% is achieved while
the pump threshold is still relatively low (307 mW). It is worth mentioning that by
increasing the active fiber length in the range of 4.5-8.5 m optimized performance
of fiber laser can be obtained with a trade-off between the high output efficiency
and low pump power threshold. In this range of fiber length slope efficiencies, more
than half of the Stokes limit (of 78%) in the range of 40-78% are predicted with low
pump power thresholds in the range of 242-307 mW. As a final remark, it should
be mentioned that the heat effects in laser efficiency have not been considered, since
the yellow laser discussed here is optimized for ophthalmology applications that do
not need high power. Therefore the heat effects are not important and effective in the
system performance.



Chapter 5

Cell Irradiation by a visible laser

5.1 Experiment description

Alongside our studies about the biomedical application of yellow lasers, we con-
ducted some experiments in which dentary cells were exposed to the radiation of a
He-Ne laser at 633 nm wavelength.
These activities have been carried on in the framework of the “Programma Nazionale
di Ricerca e Progetti di Rilevante Interesse Nazionale (PRIN)” – Bando PRIN 2020
Yellow Flicker” at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia, in collaboration with
Prof. Laura Bertoni, Department of Surgery, Medicine, Dentistry and Morphological
Sciences.
Although in these experiments a red-light laser, was used, the results can still help
realize the effect of visible lasers on cells. In other words, the irradiation of any bio-
logical system generates a succession of processes that can be grouped into physical,
physical-chemical, and biological phases, all characterized by specific events occur-
ring at different times. The most important task of radiobiology is to evaluate the
effects that may occur in the weeks, months, and years after radiotherapy. In this
way, we would be able to propose improvements to current therapies.
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5.1.1 The setup

We used a He-Ne laser at 633 nm with an average power of 6 mW. The intrinsic laser
spot size radius is 0.6 mm. We aimed to irradiate the cells implanted in 48-multiwell
cell culture plates with a diameter of 1.2 cm. To cover the whole cells inside the 48-
well plate, we used a magnifying lens. After that, the pulse radiation was obtained by
passing the laser light through a mechanical chopper. The set-up has been shown in
Figure 5.1. As can be seen, all the experiments have been done inside the incubator
to keep cells under viable conditions. We conducted the experiments in 4 different
time exposures of 2-4 min to laser and 2 different frequencies of 250 and 500 Hz.

We irradiated 14 wells in two different seeding cell densities of 10,000 DPSCs/cm2

and 20,000 DPSCs/cm2. DPSC stands for Dental pulp-derived stem cells. These two
different sets of cells have been shown in Figure 5.2. As can be seen in the up part
of this Figure, the cells first are in their own cell growth media. Then for running the
laser exposure experiments, they will be diluted in PBS ambient (shown in the down
part of the Figure).

5.2 Results

Having irradiated cells, after a few days, cell viability is going to be evaluated. A
variety of methods such as methods including the measurement of the overall DNA
content, LDH release from cells, incorporation of bromodeoxyuridine or of thymi-
dine analogs during DNA synthesis, the measurement of specific proteins involved
in apoptosis, and measurement of the cell metabolic activity like oxidoreductase
activity or ATP levels [87]. Each of these methods has advantages and disadvan-
tages (Protocols and Applications Guide). Here in this work, cell viability is ex-
amined by MTT assay. The MTT assay measures cellular metabolic activity as an
indicator of cell viability, proliferation, and cytotoxicity. This colorimetric assay is
based on the reduction of a yellow tetrazolium salt (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide or MTT) to purple formazan crystals by metabolically
active cells. The viable cells contain NAD(P)H-dependent oxidoreductase enzymes
which reduce the MTT to formazan. The insoluble formazan crystals are dissolved
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Figure 5.1: The laser setup includes the chopper, magnifying lens, and mechanical
stages for cell irradiation.
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Figure 5.2: The cell culture plates with two densities of 10,000 DPSC/cm2 (up, right),
and 20,000 DPSC/cm2 (up, left), in their growing medium. Then the cells were di-
luted in PBS buffer for irradiation experiments (down, center).
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Figure 5.3: The MTT results in two different seeding cell densities of 10,000
DPSC/cm2 (up, right), and 20,000 DPSC/cm2 (up, left), in their growing medium.

using a solubilization solution and the resulting colored solution is quantified by mea-
suring absorbance at 500-600 nanometers using a multi-well spectrophotometer. The
darker the solution, the greater the number of viable cells. The results of this assay in
the case of our experiments, have been illustrated in Figure5.3. As can be seen in this
Figure, compared to the control cells without irradiation (CTRL, shown in green),
the cells have viability after irradiation. These preliminary results confirm the viabil-
ity of the oral cells under irradiation of the visible laser which can be promising in
therapies improvement technology. More experiments on cell irradiation are still in
progress.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Conclusion of the First Part

In the first two chapters of the thesis, we dealt with HC-IC fibers as DNA-detection
sensors. Two different kinds of HC fibers, TL and KL, were employed for conduct-
ing the experiments. Both of the HCF-based biosensing platforms were demonstrated
suitable and reliable for the detection of DNA molecules. The red-wavelength spec-
tral shifts before and after the formation of the protein molecule layers prove the de-
tection of the DNA molecules. A modified functionalization process was performed.
This five-step functionalization process of the fiber’s internal surfaces has been de-
veloped to increase the sensitivity and reliability of the detection. In particular, infil-
tration of the fiber with ethanolamine in TRIS base (pH:9) solution, has enhanced the
possibility of DNA binding and final detection of streptavidin. The use of streptavidin
in the final step makes the bio-layer thicker, and thus, easier the detect. Despite plenty
of infiltrations, no inner fiber structure breaking has been observed. This guarantees
the resilience of the internal miniaturized structure of the fiber for bio/chemical appli-
cations in fluid environments. The reliability of the results has also been confirmed
throughout the multiple repetitions of the infiltration process and optical measure-
ments. The wavelength shifts of 1.83–3.81 nm, 2.84–5.76 nm, and 9.82–17.92 nm in
three wavelength ranges of, respectively, 500–540 nm, 729–805 nm and 1277–1645
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nm were measured in the case of TLF. This reveals the flexibility of the HC-TLF-
biosensor in biomolecule detection in a wide range of applications and its compati-
bility with numerous optical components and laser sources. Other advantages of the
examined biosensor are the simple optical measurements, robustness to the excita-
tion mode, and freedom from any extra reinforced techniques for molecule detection.
This biosensor with an unprecedented light-waveguiding mechanism and operating
principle, though only tested using standard pure samples, could show promising re-
sults for ultra-sensitive detection of the thinner bio-layers including breast cancer
molecules in the lab-in-fiber platform. Further studies to assess sensitivity to target
interfering biomolecules are needed to fully develop the present method into analyti-
cal or clinical applications. As a final remark it’s worth noting that here, in this thesis,
we have described the first demonstration of the changes in HC-TLF and KLF upon
DNA capture and subsequent decoration with streptavidin through a PNA-signalling
probe. The work aimed to show that the derivatization of the surface with PNA cap-
ture probes is feasible and that an appropriate sensing format can be used to generate
an optical signal detectable in the fiber transmission spectrum. The method was found
to be reproducible and can subsequently be extended to quantitative measurements.

6.2 Conclusion of the Second Part

In Chapters 3 and 4 yellow fiber lasers were discussed. Notice that developing fiber
laser systems relying on just experimental work is inefficient and inadequate. Ad-
ditionally, the current progress of fiber lasers and amplifiers requires accurate and
simple theoretical or numerical modeling of the system. Analysis and simulation of
the fiber amplifier and laser systems require the solution of two groups of equations.
It is necessary to solve the rate equations for the active medium. The second group of
equations is the propagation equations consisting of several coupled non-linear first-
order ordinary differential equations (ODE) which describe the propagation of the
optical fields inside the cavity. In chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis, the FTCS method
for solving the rate and propagation equations of rare-earth-based fiber laser systems
is proposed and then extended to the four-level system of Dy−doped yellow fiber
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laser. In other words, the FTCS numerical method and the analytical approach have
been developed to fully evaluate the performance of the Dy−doped fiber laser. Two
sources of loss, ESA and ASE, have been taken into account in the model. The influ-
ence of the ESA loss on laser output power can be significantly reduced by decreas-
ing τ10 to 10−5 µs. Exploiting the developed analytical approach for the four-level
system of Dy−doped fiber laser, the impact of fiber cavity parameters on the slope
efficiency and pump power threshold was investigated. Optimized criteria for finding
a Dy−doped yellow fiber laser with high efficiency have been found. The found cri-
teria are output mirror reflectivities less than 50%, lasing overlap integrals less than
0.65, pump overlap integrals higher than 0.75, and finally, fiber length longer than
4.5 m, to obtain η ≥ 36%. The slope efficiency reported in this work is higher than
other values reported in the literature for the same fiber [45, 46]. Additionally, the
fiber length parameter is the most effective in achieving efficient Dy−doped fiber
yellow fiber lasers. Choosing the active fiber length in the range of 4.5-8.5 m could
provide the optimized performance of fiber laser with a trade-off between the high
output efficiency and low pump power threshold. In this range of fiber length, slope
efficiencies more than half of the Stokes limit, in the range of 40-78% are predicted
with low pump power thresholds in the range of 242-307 mW.
As a final remark, it should be mentioned that cell irradiation experiments described
in Chapter 5, are one of the crucial technological steps in improving current therapies.
In this study, using a 633 He-Ne laser, preliminary results on the oral cell irradiation
grown in the 48-well plates were reported. These preliminary results confirmed the
viability of the oral cell irradiation with visible laser which can be promising in the
improvement of visible light-based technologies for therapies.
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Appendix

• Appendix 1. Matlab Code for Solving Nonlinear Rate and Power-Propagation
Equation in Dy-Doped Fiber Amplifiers or Fiber Sources

function [data,hFig,s] = AmplifierPerformance(s)
Using finite difference methods to solve the coupled PDEs

Uses the Forward-Time, Centered-Space explicit finite difference method
Inputs:
lamP - wavelength of pump
lamS - wavelength of signal
Pp - constant power of pump input
Ps - constant power of signal input
L - amplifier length
pump - pumping scheme: "core" or "cladding" options expected
s - settings structure with fields:
direction - pump direction: forward ("f"), reverse ("r"), bidrectional ("b"), or
double-pass ("2") options expected
Ntot - doping concentration
dlam - optical sampling bandwidth (for ASE)
dz - spatial resolution of calculation
Outputs:
Z - vector of positions along fiber, for which solution was calculated
Y - matrix of values along fiber, with columns [P,S,ASEf,ASEb,n2]:
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P - power of pump (direction determined from s.direction)
S - power of signal (forward propagating power at lamS)
ASEf - spectrally integrated forward propagating ASE (will not include lamS)
ASEb - spectrally integrated backward propagating ASE (will include lamS)
n2 - inversion RATIO (i.e. domain = [0,1]) where n2 = N2/Ntot

debugFlag = 0;

• INITIALIZATION

if nargin<1, s = struct; end
if isfield(s,’re’), s.re = ’erbium’; end
default to erbium, in our case Dy
if isfield(s,’pump’), s.pump = ’core’; end
if isfield(s,’plotFlag’),s.plotFlag = 1; end
if isfield(s,’mode’), s.mode = ’power’; end
if isfield(s,’direction’), s.direction = ’f’; end
if isfield(s,’dlam’),s.dlam = 2e-9; end
if isfield(s,’Pase’), s.Pase = 0; end
switch [lower(s.re(1)) lower(s.pump)]
case ’ecore’ if isfield(s,’L’), s.L = 4; end
if isfield(s,’Ps’), s.Ps = 175 e-3; end
if isfield(s,’Pp’), s.Pp = 451 e-3; end
if isfield(s,’lamS’), s.lamS = 573 e-9; end
if isfield(s,’lamP’), s.lamP = 450 e-9; end
if isfield(s,’alpha’), s.alph = 6.5; end
if isfield(s,’Nt’), s.Nt = 3.66e25; end
ConvAbsDB2N(s.alph,GetDySpectrum(550));
if isfield(s,’dCore’), s.dCore = 12.5e-6; end
if isfield(s,’τ’),s.τ = 10e-3; end
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if isfield(s,’τ32’),s.τ32 = 100 e-6; end
if isfield(s,’τ21’),s.τ21= 1.5 e-3; end
if isfield(s,’τ30’),s.τ30= 1 e-2; end
if isfield(s,’τ10’),s.τ10= 650 e-6; end
if isfield(s,’R1’), s.R1 = 1; end
if isfield(s,’R2’), s.R2 = 1; end
if isfield(s,’R3’), s.R3 = 0.90; end
if isfield(s,’R4’), s.R4 = 0.50; end
if isfield(s,’nP’),
s.nP = min([75,s.L/0.01]);
s.nP = max([s.nP,s.L/0.010]); end
lam = [s.lamP (550e-9:s.dlam:600e-9)];
[σ12 σ21 ]= GetDySpectrum(lam);
parameters
i f is f ield(s,′ di f f Method′),s.di f f Method =′ c′;end
maxIterationsAllowed = 10e3;
makeInitialGuessFlag = f alse;
maxChangeAllowed = 0.0005;
i f debugFlag, f igure;end

define physical constants
h = 6.626e-34;
c = 3e8;
n = 1.48;
vg = c/n;
R1 = 1;
R2 = 0.50;
R3 = 0.99;
R4 = 0.50;

define system parameters
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z = 0:s.dz:s.L;
dt = s.dz/(2*vg);
lambdaF = dt/s.dz;
lambdaB = dt/(-s.dz);
dzSignF = 1;
dzSignB = -1;
alpha = 3e-3;
v = c./lam;
iiP = 1;
[∼,iiS]= min(abs(s.lamS− lam));
aseTerm = GetASETerm(s.GammaS,σ21,lam,h,c,s.dlam,s.Nt);
Nlam = length(lam);
Nz = length(z);
Y = zeros(Nz,2*Nlam);
cl.Pf = 1;
cl.Pb = 2;
cl.Sf = iiS+1;
cl.Sb = Nlam+iiS+1;
cl.ASEf = [3:iiS,(iiS+2):(Nlam+1)];
cl.ASEb = [(Nlam+2):(Nlam+iiS),(Nlam+iiS+2):(2*Nlam)];
iiASE = cl.ASEf - 1;
dPdt = zeros(1,Nz);
dSfdt = zeros(1,Nz);
dAfdtmax = zeros(1,Nz);
dAbdtmax = zeros(1,Nz);

Compute Solution
fprintf(’Solving BVP ... ’);
tic;
maxres = 1;
n = 1;
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N0 = s.Nt *ones(Nz,1);
N3 = s.Nt *zeros(Nz,1);
N2 = s.Nt *zeros(Nz,1);
N1 = s.Nt *ones(Nz,1);

Apply boundary conditions
Pump powers
switch s.direction
case ’f’
dzSignP = dzSignF;
cl.P = cl.Pf;
lambdaP = lambdaF;
Y(1,cl.Pf) = s.Pp*R1;
Y(end,cl.Pb) = 0;
case ’b’,’r’
dzSignP = dzSignB;
cl.P = cl.Pb;
lambdaP = lambdaB;
Y(1,cl.Pf) = 0;
Y(end,cl.Pb) = s.Pp;
end
Signal powers
Y(1,cl.Sf) = s.Ps*R3;
Y(end,cl.Sb) =0;
ASE powers
Y(1,cl.ASEf) = s.Pase;
Y(end,cl.ASEb) = s.Pase;

Solve fiber
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while n <= maxIterationsAllowed

for zz = 2:(Nz-1)

zzF = zz;
zzB = (Nz-(zzF-1));

switch s.direction(1)
case ’f’ ii0 = zzF - 1;
ii1 = zzF;
ii2 = zzF + 1;
case ’r’,’b’ ii0 = zzB + 1;
ii1 = zzB;
ii2 = zzB - 1;
end
P0 = Y(ii0,cl.P);
P1 = Y(ii1,cl.P);
P2 = Y(ii2,cl.P);
switch lower(s.diffMethod(1))
case ’c’
D0 = - s.GammaP*sig12(iiP)*N0(ii0)*P0 ...
+ s.GammaP*sig21(iiP)*N3(ii0)*P0 - alpha*P0;
D1 = - s.GammaP*sig12(iiP)*N0(ii1)*P1 + s.GammaP*sig21(iiP)*N3(ii1)*P1 - al-
pha*P1;
D2 = - s.GammaP*sig12(iiP)*N0(ii2)*P2 + s.GammaP*sig21(iiP)*N3(ii2)*P2 - al-
pha*P2;
dPdz1 = dzSignP*(-vg*lambdaP/2)*(P2 - P0);
dPdz2 = (vg*vg*lambdaP*lambdaP/2)*(P2 - 2*P1 + P0);
Dscaled = (vg*dt)*D1;
dDdt = 0*(vg*dt/2)*(D1 + D1);
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dDdz = dzSignP*(-vg*vg*dt*lambdaP/4)*(D2 - D0);
P1new = P1 + dPdz1 + dPdz2 + Dscaled + dDdt + dDdz;
case ’f’,’b’
de = - s.GammaP*sig12(iiP)*N0(ii0)*P0 + s.GammaP*sig21(iiP)*N3(ii0)*P0 - al-
pha*P0;
dPfdz = (P1 - P0) / (s.dz);
P1new = P1 + vg*dt*(de - dPfdz);
end
Y(ii1,cl.P) = P1new;
dPdt(ii1) = abs(10*log10(P1new/P1));
if isnan(dPdt(ii1)) || isinf(dPdt(ii1)), dPdt(ii1) = 0;
end

Sf0 = Y(zzF-1,cl.Sf);
Sf1 = Y(zzF,cl.Sf);
Sf2 = Y(zzF+1,cl.Sf);
switch lower(s.diffMethod(1))
case ’c’
D0 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiS)*N1(zzF-1)*Sf0 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiS)*N2(zzF-
1)*Sf0 ... + aseTerm(iiS)*N2(zzF-1)/s.Nt ... - alpha*Sf0;
D1 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiS)*N1(zzF)*Sf1 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiS)*N2(zzF)*Sf1
... + aseTerm(iiS)*N2(zzF)/s.Nt ... - alpha*Sf1;
D2 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiS)*N1(zzF+1)*Sf2 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiS)*N2(zzF+1)*Sf2
... + aseTerm(iiS)*N2(zzF+1)/s.Nt ... - alpha*Sf2;
dSfdz1 = dzSignF*(-vg*lambdaF/2)*(Sf2 - Sf0);
dSfdz2 = (vg*vg*lambdaF*lambdaF/2)*(Sf2 - 2*Sf1 + Sf0);
Dscaled = (vg*dt)*D1;
dDdt = 0*(vg*dt/2)*(D1 + D1);
dDdz = dzSignF*(-vg*vg*dt*lambdaF/4)*(D2 - D0);
Sf1new = Sf1 + dSfdz1 + dSfdz2 + Dscaled + dDdt + dDdz;
case ’f’,’b’
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de = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiS)*N1(zzF)*Sf0 ...
+ s.GammaS*sig21(iiS)*N2(zzF)*Sf0 ...
+ aseTerm(iiS)*N2(zzF)/s.Nt ... - alpha*Sf0;
dSfdz = (Sf1 - Sf0) / (s.dz);
Sf1new = Sf1 + vg*dt*(de - dSfdz);
end
Y(zzF,cl.Sf) = Sf1new;
dSfdt(zzF) = abs(10*log10(Sf1new/Sf1));
if isnan(dSfdt(zzF)) || isinf(dSfdt(zzF)), dSfdt(zzF) = 0;
end

ASE Forward: FTCS
Af0 = Y(zzF-1,cl.ASEf);
Af1 = Y(zzF,cl.ASEf);
Af2 = Y(zzF+1,cl.ASEf);
switch lower(s.diffMethod(1))
case ’c’
D0 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzF-1).*Af0 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF-
1).*Af0 ... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF-1)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Af0;
D1 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzF).*Af1 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF).*Af1
... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Af1;
D2 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzF+1).*Af2 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF+1).*Af2
... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF+1)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Af2;
dAfdz1 = dzSignF*(-vg*lambdaF/2)*(Af2 - Af0);
dAfdz2 = (vg*vg*lambdaF*lambdaF/2)*(Af2 - 2*Af1 + Af0);
Dscaled = (vg*dt)*D1;
dDdt = 0*(vg*dt/2)*(D1 + D1);
dDdz = dzSignF*(-vg*vg*dt*lambdaF/4)*(D2 - D0);
Af1new = Af1 + dAfdz1 + dAfdz2 + Dscaled + dDdt + dDdz;
case ’f’,’b’
de = -s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzF).*Af0 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF).*Af0
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... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Af0;
dAfdz = (Af1 - Af0) ./ (s.dz);
Af1new = Af1 + vg*dt*(de - dAfdz);
end
Y(zzF,cl.ASEf) = Af1new;
dAfdt = abs(10*log10(Af1new./Af1));
dAfdtmax(zzF) = max(dA f dt);
i f isnan(dA f dtmax(zzF))||isin f (dA f dtmax(zzF)),dA f dtmax(zzF) = 100;
end

ASE Backward: FTCS
Ab0 = Y(zzB+1,cl.ASEb);
Ab1 = Y(zzB,cl.ASEb);
Ab2 = Y(zzB-1,cl.ASEb);
switch lower(s.diffMethod(1))
case ’c’
D0 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzB-1).*Ab0 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB-
1).*Ab0 ... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB-1)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Ab0;
D1 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzB).*Ab1 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB).*Ab1
... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Ab1;
D2 = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzB+1).*Ab2 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB+1).*Ab2
... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB+1)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Ab2;
dAbdz1 = dzSignB*(-vg*lambdaB/2)*(Ab2 - Ab0);
dAbdz2 = (vg*vg*lambdaB*lambdaB/2)*(Ab2 - 2*Ab1 + Ab0);
Dscaled = (vg*dt)*D1;
dDdt = 0*(vg*dt/2)*(D1 + D1);
dDdz = dzSignB*(-vg*vg*dt*lambdaB/4)*(D2 - D0);
Ab1new = Ab1 + dAbdz1 + dAbdz2 + Dscaled + dDdt + dDdz;
case ’f’,’b’
de = -s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzB).*Ab0 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB).*Ab0
... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Ab0;
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dAbdz = (Ab1 - Ab0) ./ (s.dz);
Ab1new = Ab1 + vg*dt*(de - dAbdz);
end
Y(zzB,cl.ASEb) = Ab1new;
dAbdt = abs(10*log10(Ab1new./Ab1));
dAbdtmax(zzB) = max(dAbdt);
i f isnan(dAbdtmax(zzB))||isin f (dAbdtmax(zzB)),dAbdtmax(zzB) = 100;
end

dAfdtmax(zzF) = 0;
dAbdtmax(zzB) = 0;

end

for zz = Nz

zzF = zz;
zzB = (Nz-(zzF-1));

switch s.direction(1)
case ’f’
ii0 = zzF - 1;
ii1 = zzF;
case ’r’,’b’
ii0 = zzB + 1;
ii1 = zzB;
end
P0 = Y(ii0,cl.P);
P1 = Y(ii1,cl.P);
de = - s.GammaP*sig12(iiP)*N1(zz)*P0 ... + s.GammaP*sig21(iiP)*N2(zz)*P0 ... -
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alpha*P0;
dPfdz = dzSignP*(P1 - P0)/(dzSignP*s.dz);
P1new = P1 + vg*dt*(de - dPfdz);
P1new = max([0,P1new]);
Y(ii1,cl.P) = P1new;
dPdt(ii1) = abs(10*log10(P1new/P1));
if isnan(dPdt(ii1)) || isinf(dPdt(ii1)), dPdt(ii1) = 0;
end

Sf0 = Y(zzF-1,cl.Sf);
Sf1 = Y(zzF,cl.Sf);
de = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiS)*N1(zzF)*Sf0 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiS)*N2(zzF)*Sf0
... + aseTerm(iiS)*N2(zzF)/s.Nt ... - alpha*Sf0;
dSfdz = dzSignF*(Sf1 - Sf0)/(dzSignF*s.dz);
Sf1new = Sf1 + vg*dt*(de - dSfdz);
Sf1new = max([0,Sf1new]);
Y(zzF,cl.Sf) = Sf1new;
dSfdt(zzF) = abs(10*log10(Sf1new/Sf1));
if isnan(dSfdt(zzF)) || isinf(dSfdt(zzF)), dSfdt(zzF) = 0;
end

ASE Forward: FTFS
Af0 = Y(zzF-1,cl.ASEf);
Af1 = Y(zzF,cl.ASEf);
de = - s.GammaS.*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzF).*Af0 ... + s.GammaS.*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF).*Af0
... + aseTerm(iiASE)’.*N2(zzF)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Af0;
dAfdz = dzSignF*(Af1 - Af0)/(dzSignF*s.dz);
Af1new = Af1 + vg*dt*(de - dAfdz);
Af1new(Af1new<0) = 0;
Y(zzF,cl.ASEf) = Af1new;
dAfdt = abs(10*log10(Af1new./Af1));
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dAfdtmax(zzF) = max(dA f dt);
i f isnan(dA f dtmax(zzF))||isin f (dA f dtmax(zzF)),dA f dtmax(zzF) = 100;
end

Ab0 = Y(zzB+1,cl.ASEb);
Ab1 = Y(zzB,cl.ASEb);
de = - s.GammaS*sig12(iiASE)’.*N1(zzB).*Ab0 ... + s.GammaS*sig21(iiASE)’.*N2(zzB).*Ab0
... + aseTerm(iiS)’.*N2(zzB)./s.Nt ... - alpha*Ab0;
dAbdz = dzSignB*(Ab1 - Ab0)/(dzSignB*s.dz);
Ab1new = Ab1 + vg*dt*(de - dAbdz);
Ab1new(Ab1new<0) = 0;
Y(zzB,cl.ASEb) = Ab1new;
dAbdt = abs(10*log10(Ab1new./Ab1));
dAbdtmax(zzB) = max(dAbdt);
i f isnan(dAbdtmax(zzB))||isin f (dAbdtmax(zzB)),dAbdtmax(zzB) = 100;
end

end
END POWER PROPAGATION CALCULATIONS FOR THIS UPDATE

Calculate inversion based on a four-level system
R12 = Y(:,cl.P)*sig12(iiP)./(h*v(iiP)*Ap/s.Gamma);
W12 = Y(:,cl.Sf)*sig12(iiS)./(h*v(iiS)*As/s.Gamma);
W12ASEf = sum( (Y(:,cl.ASEf).*repmat(sig12(iiASE)’,[Nz,1])./(h*repmat(v(iiASE)’,[Nz
1])*As/s.Gamma)) ,2);
W12ASEb = sum( (Y(:,cl.ASEb).*repmat(sig12(iiASE)’,[Nz,1])./(h*repmat(v(iiASE)’,[Nz
1])*As/s.Gamma)) ,2);
R21 = Y(:,cl.P)*sig21(iiP)./(h*v(iiP)*Ap/s.Gamma);
W21 = Y(:,cl.Sf)*sig21(iiS)./(h*v(iiS)*As/s.Gamma);
W21ASEf = sum( (Y(:,cl.ASEf).*repmat(sig21(iiASE)’,[Nz,1])./(h*repmat(v(iiASE)’,[Nz
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1])*As/s.Gamma)) ,2);
W21ASEb = sum( (Y(:,cl.ASEb).*repmat(sig21(iiASE)’,[Nz,1])./(h*repmat(v(iiASE)’,[Nz
1])*As/s.Gamma)) ,2);
W03 = R12;
W30 = R21;
A21 = ones(Nz,1)./s.tau21;
A32 = ones(Nz,1)./s.tau32;
A30 = ones(Nz,1)./s.tau30;
A10 = ones(Nz,1)./s.tau10;
N2= s.Nt ∗(W12+W12ASE f +W12ASEb+A10)./...((W12+W12ASE f +W12ASEb+
A10)+(W21+W21ASE f +W21ASEb+A21).∗((W03+W30+A30+A32).∗(A10./(A32.∗
R12))+1));
N1= s.Nt ∗(W21+W21ASE f +W21ASEb+A21)./...((W12+W12ASE f +W12ASEb+
A10)+(W21+W21ASE f +W21ASEb+A21).∗((W03+W30+A30+A32).∗(A10./(A32.∗
R12))+1));
N3 = (A10./A32).∗N1;
N0 = s.Nt − (N1+N2+N3);

if n>1 max([max(dPdt) max(dSfdt) max(dAfdtmax)+max(dAbdtmax)])<maxChangeAllowed,break;
end

n = n + 1;
end

if n>maxIterationsAllowed,
fprintf(’*** Failed to converge after
Z = z’;
Yout = zeros(length(Z),5);
Psout = 0;
s.displayFlag = false;
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s.displayASEFlag = false;
else
fprintf(’*** Done after %.2 f seconds and %d iterations. ’,toc,n);
organize output
Y = Y;
Z = z’;
n2 = N2/s.Nt;
n1 = N1/s.Nt;
n3 = N3/s.Nt;
N0 = s.Nt -(N1+N2+N3);
n0 = N0/s.Nt
switch lower(s.direction(1))
case ’f’,’r’,’b’
Yout = [Y(:,cl.Pf)+Y(:,cl.Pb) Y(:,cl.Sf) sum(Y(:,cl.ASEf),2) sum(Y(:,cl.ASEb),2)+Y(:,cl.Sb)
n2 n1 n3 n0 Y(:,cl.Sb)];

Psout = Yout(end,2);
PaseF = Yout(end,3);
PaseB = Yout(1,4);

case ’2’
Yout = [Y(:,cl.Pf)+Y(:,cl.Pb) Y(:,cl.Sb) sum(Y(:,cl.ASEf),2) sum(Y(:,cl.ASEb),2) n2
Y(:,cl.Sb)];
Psout = Yout(1,2);
PaseF = Yout(end,3);
PaseB = Yout(1,4);
end
end

if s.plotFlag
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hFig = figure(’windowstyle’,’docked’);
Zp = Z*100;

switch(lower(s.mode(1)))
case ’p’
if s.Pp>2,
ylabStr = ’Pump/Signal Power (W)’;
yr1 = [0 max([s.Pp s.Ps])*1.1];
else
ylabStr = ’Pump/Signal Power (mW)’;
Yout(:,1:4)=Yout(:,1:4)*1000;
yr1 = [0 max([s.Pp s.Ps])*1700];
end
h1 = plot(Zp,Yout(:,1),’LineWidth’,2);
hold on;
h3 = plot(Zp,Yout(:,2),’LineWidth’,2);
grid on ;
set(h1,’LineWidth’,4,’Color’,’b’);
set(h3,’LineWidth’,4,’Color’,’r’);

legVect = [h1 h3];

ylim(yr1);

xlabel(’Fiber Length (cm)’);
ylabel(ylabStr);

case ’g’
Gsf = 10*log10(Y(:,cl.Sf)./s.Ps);
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h4 = plot(Zp,Gsf,’LineWidth’,2);
grid on;
yr1 = [-10 65];
ylabStr = ’Signal Gain (dB)’;
legVect = [h4];
set(h4,’LineWidth’,4,’Color’,’r’);
ylim(yr1);

xlabel(’Z (cm)’);
ylabel(ylabStr);
ylabel(ylabStr);

case ’a’
xsurf = Z;
ysurf = lam([2:(iiS-1),(iiS+1):end])’;
zsurf = Y(:,cl.ASEf) + Y(:,cl.ASEb);
zsurf = 1000*zsurf;
zlabelStr = ’Power (mW)’;
xsurf = 100*repmat(xsurf,[1,size(zsurf,2)]);
ysurf = 1e9*repmat(ysurf,[size(zsurf,1),1]);
surf(xsurf,ysurf,zsurf);
hT = title(’Distribution of ASE Power in Amplifier’);
set(hT,’fontsize’,18);
set(gca,’fontsize’,16,’linewidth’,2);
xlabel(’Fiber Length (cm)’);
ylabel(’Wavelength (nm)’);
zlabel(zlabelStr);

if isfield(s,’output’)
if s.output == ’z’
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data1 = z;
data2 = Yout(:,2);
data3 = Yout(:,1);
else
data = Psout;
end else
data = Psout;
end

function aseTerm = GetASETerm(GammaS,sig21,lam,h,c,dlam,Ntot)
aseTerm = 2*dlam*GammaS.*sig21.*(h*(c2)./(lam.3))∗Ntot;

end
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